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Abstract. In 1995, the first author introduced a multivariate generating function
G that tracks the distribution of ascents and descents in labeled binary trees. In
addition to proving that G is symmetric, he conjectured that G is Schur-positive.
We prove this conjecture by expanding G positively in terms of ribbon Schur func-
tions. We obtain this expansion using a weight-preserving bijection whose inverse
is inspired by the Push-Glide algorithm of Pre´ville-Ratelle and Viennot. In fact,
this weight-preserving bijection allows us to establish a stronger version of the
first author’s conjecture showing that the generating function restricted to labeled
binary trees with a fixed canopy is still Schur-positive.
We also discuss applications in the setting of hyperplane arrangements. We
show that a certain specialization of G equals the Frobenius characteristic of the
natural Sn-action on regions of the semiorder arrangement, which we then expand
in terms of the Frobenius characteristics of Foulkes characters. We also construct
an Sn-action on regions of the Linial arrangement using a set of trees studied
by Bernardi, and subsequently compute the character of this action by employing
Lagrange inversion. The resulting expression generalizes Postnikov’s formula for
the number of regions in the Linial arrangement. As a final application, we prove
γ-nonnegativity for the distribution of the number of right edges over local binary
search trees.
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1. Introduction
The study of permutation statistics is a classical theme in algebraic combinatorics
with its genesis in work by MacMahon [32]. An important statistic introduced by
MacMahon is the descent statistic on permutations. The generating function for the
distribution of this statistic gives rise to the well-known Eulerian polynomials, which
show up in many areas in mathematics. The reader is referred to [39] for a detailed
survey. Since the work of MacMahon, the descent statistic on permutations has been
studied in depth, and yet it continues to inspire new research [46, 47]. In this article,
we study ascent-descent statistics on labeled plane binary trees. For brevity’s sake,
by a tree, we will always mean a plane binary tree. Whether the tree is labeled
or not will be clear from context. We remark that the notion of descents has been
studied with regards to other combinatorial objects before, such as in the case of
standard Young tableaux (SYTs). However, viewing SYTs as P -partitions reveals
that their descents are in fact descents of permutations in disguise. In contrast, the
ascent-descent statistics that we study here are indeed different, as they depend on
the embedding of the labeled trees in the plane and take into account the orientation
of the edges.
More specifically, the ascent and descent statistics on labeled trees each come in
two flavors depending on whether one compares the label of the parent node to the
label of its right child or its left child. Given a positive integer n, let T `n (respectively
Tn) denote the set of labeled (respectively unlabeled) plane binary trees on n nodes.
The labels on the nodes are drawn from the set of positive integers P, allowing
repeats. A standard labeling of a tree T P Tn is a labeling of its nodes with distinct
labels drawn from rns – t1, . . . , nu, and we call a tree with a standard labeling a
standard labeled tree. For a labeled node v in T , denote by v` the label of v. If
v is the left child of w, we say the edge between them is a left ascent if v` ď w`.
Otherwise, we say the edge is a left descent . Similarly, if a node v has a right child
w, we say the edge between them is a right ascent if v` ď w`. Otherwise, we say the
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edge is a right descent . For any labeled tree T P T `n , let lascpT q, ldespT q, rascpT q
and rdespT q denote the number of left ascents, left descents, right ascents, and right
descents in T , respectively.
We recover the case of ascents and descents of permutations by considering labeled
trees in which no node has a left child, or alternatively, by considering labeled trees in
which no node has a right child. Thus, the study of these statistics on labeled binary
trees is a natural generalization of the study of ascents and descents on permutations.
The first author, in the 1990s, initiated the study of these statistics and considered
the following generating function tracking their distribution over the set of standard
labeled trees.
(1.1) B :“ Bpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
TPT `n
T standard
λ¯lascpT qλldespT qρ¯rascpT qρrdespT q
xn
n!
.
In unpublished work, the first author showed that B satisfies the functional equation
(1.2)
p1` λ¯Bqp1` ρ¯Bq
p1` λBqp1` ρBq “ e
rpλ¯ρ¯´λρqB`λ¯`ρ¯´λ´ρsx.
Subsequently, different proofs of Equation (1.2) were given by Kalikow [30] and Drake
[13]. From the definition of B, we observe that Bpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ Bpx; ρ¯, ρ, λ¯, λq and
Bpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ Bpx;λ, λ¯, ρ, ρ¯q. The former is explained by reflecting a standard
labeled tree across a vertical line passing through its root, while the latter follows
from changing the label of a node from i to n ´ i ` 1 in a standard labeled tree in
T `n . Equation (1.2) brings to light another pair of symmetries, that
Bpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ Bpx; ρ¯, λ, λ¯, ρq “ Bpx; λ¯, ρ, ρ¯, λq.(1.3)
These equalities are not obvious from the definition and a simple bijective proof for
them remains elusive, although a complicated bijection can be derived from the work
of Kalikow [30].
One impetus to return to the study of B has been fueled by connections with enu-
merative aspects of the theory of hyperplane arrangements. Let Bn – Bnpλ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq
denote the coefficient of xn{n! in B for n ě 1. The expansion for Bn when 1 ď n ď 5
is given in Appendix A. The first author observed that certain evaluations of Bn
coincide with the number of regions in various well-known deformations of Coxeter
arrangements [21]. This viewpoint has been pursued in [10, 15, 60], and a com-
plete explanation has been offered by Bernardi [7]. Given a subset A of t´1, 0, 1u,
we can consider the arrangement in Rn consisting of all hyperplanes xi ´ xj “ a
where i ă j and a P A. For A “ t0u, A “ t´1, 0, 1u, A “ t´1, 1u, A “ t0, 1u
and A “ t1u, the corresponding hyperplane arrangements in Rn are the braid ar-
rangement Bn, the Catalan arrangement Cn, the semiorder arrangement In, the Shi
arrangement Sn, and the Linial arrangement Ln respectively. These arrangements
are very well-studied [6, 27, 41, 48, 49, 57] and are instances of deformations of
Coxeter arrangements called truncated affine arrangements [41]. Various aspects of
truncated affine arrangements have been studied in great detail in [2, 3, 5, 41] and we
refer the reader to them for further information. Remarkably, we have the following
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equalities in which the left-hand side is an evaluation of Bn and the right-hand side
is the number of regions in a Coxeter arrangement deformation,
Bnp1, 1, 1, 1q “ number of regions in Cn “ n!
n` 1
ˆ
2n
n
˙
,(1.4)
Bnp1, 0, 1, 1q “ number of regions in Sn “ pn` 1qn´1,(1.5)
Bnp1, 1, 0, 0q “ number of regions in Bn “ n!,(1.6)
Bnp1, 0, 1, 0q “ number of regions in Ln “ 1
2n
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
pk ` 1qn´1,(1.7)
Bnp1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q “ number of regions in In.(1.8)
In (1.8), ζ6 denotes a primitive sixth root of unity. Section 5 of this article is devoted
to a representation-theoretic understanding of these equalities.
Our primary object of study is a multivariate generalization of B introduced by
the first author. Let x “ tx1, x2, . . .u be a commuting set of indeterminates. With
every T P T `n , we associate a monomial xT as follows. For a node v P T labeled i, let
xv be xi. Then
(1.9) xT –
ź
vPT
xv.
Now consider the formal power series in x with coefficients in Qrλ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρs,
(1.10) G– Gpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
TPT `n
λ¯lascpT qλldespT qρ¯rascpT qρrdespT q xT .
It transpires that G is a symmetric function∗ in x with coefficients in Qrλ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρs.
This non-obvious fact follows from the following functional equation satisfied by G.
Theorem 1.1. Let Hpzq “ řně0 hnzn where hn denotes the nth complete homoge-
neous symmetric function. We have
(1.11)
p1` λ¯Gqp1` ρ¯Gq
p1` λGqp1` ρGq “ Hppλ¯ρ¯´ λρqG` λ¯` ρ¯´ λ´ ρq.
Observe that the functional equation for B in (1.2) can be obtained from (1.11)
by applying the homomorphism sending hn to x
n{n!. This homomorphism has the
crucial feature of sending the coefficient of x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn in any symmetric function to
the coefficient of xn{n! in its image.
Given that G is a symmetric function, it is natural to ask for its expansion in the
basis of Schur functions. This brings us to our first new result, which was originally
conjectured by the first author [22] in 1995.
Theorem 1.2. G is Schur-positive.
Here we mean that G may be expressed as a sum of Schur functions sλ with co-
efficients in the semiring Nrλ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρs. Theorem 1.2 follows from another recursive
functional equation satisfied by G, which is also one of our main results.
∗ The second and third authors refer to G as Gessel’s tree symmetric function for this reason.
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Theorem 1.3. We have
(1.12) G “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα,
where rα denotes the ribbon Schur function indexed by the composition α and `pαq
denotes the length of α.
In fact, Theorem 1.3 implies the much stronger fact that G may be expressed as a
sum of ribbon Schur functions with coefficients in the semiring Nrλ¯ρ¯, λρ, λ¯` ρ¯, λ`ρs.
For n ě 1, let Gn :“ Gnpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq denote the sum of the terms in G of total degree
n in x. The expansion for Gn when 1 ď n ď 5 is given in Appendix A. We use a
certain class of decorated noncrossing partitions called marked nested partitions to
give an expansion of Gn in terms of ribbon Schur functions, stated next. Here, wtppiq
is a product of expressions of the form λ¯ρ¯, λρ, λ¯ ` ρ¯, and λ ` ρ depending on the
marked nested partition pi. See Section 4 for the relevant definitions and notation,
and see Section 8 for the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 1.4. The formal power series Gn has the following expansion in terms of
ribbon Schur functions.
(1.13) Gn “
ÿ
piPmNCpnq
pi“B1{...{Bk
wtppiqrcpB1qrcpB2q . . . rcpBkq.
A fact worth noting is that after expanding out the products of ribbon Schur
functions on the right hand side of (1.13), the coefficient of rα for every α ( n
evaluates to the Catalan number Catn :“ 1n`1
`
2n
n
˘
upon setting λ¯ “ λ “ ρ¯ “ ρ “ 1.
Additionally, the coefficients of both rp1,...,1q and rpnq upon setting λ¯ “ λ “ t, and
ρ¯ “ ρ “ q respectively are the homogenized Narayana polynomials
Narnpq, tq :“
n´1ÿ
k“0
1
n
ˆ
n
k
˙ˆ
n
k ` 1
˙
qktn´1´k.
We provide two proofs of Theorem 1.3, each with its own merits. In Section 3,
we give an algebraic proof that follows from Theorem 1.1 combined with a result
of MacMahon [32, Vol. 1, p. 186]. Our second proof, which we postpone until
Section 7, utilizes a weight-preserving bijection whose inverse is inspired by the Push-
Glide algorithm of Pre´ville-Ratelle and Viennot [43]. We use our weight-preserving
bijection to prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 8. The weight-preserving bijection will then
allow us to establish a further refinement of Theorem 1.2, which was conjectured by
the first author [22].
Theorem 1.5. Fix a positive integer n. Let ν be a word of length n ´ 1 in the
alphabet tU,Du, and let T `n,ν denote the set of labeled trees on n nodes with canopy
ν. We have that the generating function
Gn,ν – Gn,νpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “
ÿ
TPT `n,v
λ¯lascpT qλldespT qρ¯rascpT qρrdespT q xT(1.14)
is Schur-positive.
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Details on the terminology used in Theorem 1.5 can be found in Section 2.
In fact, using our weight-preserving bijection, we obtain an expansion of Gn,ν in
terms of ribbon Schur functions using a class of decorated noncrossing partitions
called augmented nested partitions . See Section 4 for the relevant definitions and
notation, and see Section 8 for the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 1.6. For n ě 1 and ν P tU,Dun´1, we have
Gn,ν “
ÿ
pi˚PmNC˚pn,νq
pi˚“B1{...{Bk
wtppi˚qrcpB1qrcpB2q . . . rcpBkq.
In Section 5, we connect specializations of G to deformations of Coxeter arrange-
ments, focusing in particular on semiorder and Linial arrangements. Our main results
in this setting are the following.
Theorem 1.7. The Frobenius characteristic of the natural Sn-action on the set of
regions of the semiorder arrangement In is Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q.
Theorem 1.8. There exists an Sn-action on the set of regions of the Linial arrange-
ment Ln whose graded Frobenius characteristic is given by Gnpx; λ¯, 0, ρ¯, 0q.
The proof of Theorem 1.7 utilizes a cycle indicator computation relying on a result of
Postnikov-Stanley [41], whereas the proof of Theorem 1.8 utilizes crucially a recent
bijection of Bernardi [7] relating regions of Ln to a certain class of labeled trees that
we call Bernardi trees.
It is worth mentioning that the set of regions of the braid arrangement Bn and
that of the Catalan arrangement Cn also carry a natural Sn-action stemming from
the fact that the set of hyperplanes defining both these arrangements is itself Sn-
stable. In the case of Bn, the Sn-action gives rise to the regular representation of Sn,
whereas in the case of Cn we obtain a direct sum of Catn many copies of the regular
representation. It can be seen that the Frobenius characteristics of the Sn-actions
on the regions of Bn and Cn are Gnpx; 1, 1, 0, 0q and Gnpx; 1, 1, 1, 1q, respectively.
More interesting and equally well-known is the fact that the regions of the Shi
arrangement Sn carry a Sn-action as well. This can be realized, for instance, by
identifying the regions of Sn with parking functions via the Pak-Stanley labeling
[58]. The Frobenius characteristic of the resulting Sn-action on the regions of the
Shi arrangement equals PFn, the Frobenius characteristic of the character of the
well-known parking function representation [26]. It is straightforward to see that the
functional equation in Theorem 1.1 reduces to the functional equation satisfied by
PFn when we set λ¯ “ λ “ ρ¯ “ 1 and ρ “ 0. Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.9. The Frobenius characteristic of the Sn-action on the set of regions
of the Shi arrangement Sn coming from their identification with parking functions is
given by Gnpx; 1, 1, 1, 0q.
Since the cases of the braid, Catalan, and Shi arrangements are well-understood,
we briefly touch upon them in Section 9 and instead focus primarily on the semiorder
and Linial arrangements in this article.
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This article is the full version of the extended abstract [23].
Outline of the article. In Section 2, we introduce our main combinatorial objects,
and develop most of the notation we need. Section 3 provides a generating function
proof of Theorem 1.1. We then prove Theorem 1.3 using a generating function
identity of MacMahon. Theorem 1.2 will then follow as a corollary. In Section 4, we
define all definitions and notation used in Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6.
In Section 5, we discuss applications of our results to studying actions of the
symmetric group on Coxeter deformations focusing in particular on semiorder and
Linial arrangements. In Section 6, we prove γ-nonnegativity for the distribution of
right edges over local binary search trees. In Section 7, we provide a direct combi-
natorial proof of Theorem 1.3 using a weight-preserving bijection, without utilizing
generating function machinery. Our Corollary 7.16 gives a natural noncommutative
analogue of Theorem 1.3. In Section 8, we use the weight-preserving bijection defined
in Section 7 to prove the ribbon Schur expansions stated in Theorems 1.4 and 1.6.
We conclude with further avenues in Section 9. Appendix A lists expansions for Bn
and Gn for some small values of n.
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2. Combinatorial preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some of the main combinatorial objects of this article.
For further details on compositions, words, and binary trees, we refer the reader to
[54].
2.1. Compositions. A finite ordered list of positive integers α “ pα1, . . . , α`q is
called a composition. If
ř`
i“1 αi “ n, then we say that α is a composition of size n
and denote this by α ( n. We call αi the parts of α and denote the number of parts
of α by `pαq, also called the length of α. A partition λ of size n, denoted by λ $ n,
is a composition pλ1, . . . , λkq of size n satisfying λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λk. Occasionally, we
write |λ| for the size of λ. The partition λ can be identified with its Young diagram,
given by drawing left-justified rows of boxes, with λi boxes in row i. We adhere to
the English convention, where row 1 is drawn as the top row.
We define two operations on compositions. Given compositions α “ pα1, . . . , α`q
and β “ pβ1, . . . , βmq, we define the concatenation of α and β, denoted by α ‚ β,
to be the composition pα1, . . . , α`, β1, . . . , βmq. The near-concatenation of α and β,
denoted by αdβ, is defined to be the composition pα1, . . . , α`´1, α``β1, β2, . . . , βmq.
For example, if α “ p2, 1, 3q and β “ p4, 1q, then α ‚ β “ p2, 1, 3, 4, 1q while α d β “
p2, 1, 7, 1q.
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Recall the well-known bijection between compositions α “ pα1, . . . , αkq of n and
subsets S Ď rn´1s given by S “ tα1, α1`α2, . . . , α1`¨ ¨ ¨`αk´1u. We denote the set
corresponding to α ( n by setpαq, and in the opposite direction, given S Ď rn´1s, we
denote the corresponding composition of size n by comppSq. The inclusion order on
subsets induces a natural poset structure on the set of compositions of size n. More
precisely, given α, β ( n, we say that α ď β if and only if setpβq Ď setpαq, and call ď
the refinement order on compositions. For instance, consider α “ p1, 2, 4, 2, 3, 2, 1q
and β “ p3, 4, 7, 1q, both compositions of size 15. Then setpβq “ t3, 7, 14u and
setpαq “ t1, 3, 7, 9, 12, 14u. Clearly we have that setpβq Ď setpαq, and therefore
α ď β. We denote this poset on compositions of size n by Compn and refer to it as
the composition poset . Given compositions α, γ ( n such that α ď γ, we denote the
interval in Compn comprising compositions β satisfying α ď β ď γ by rα, γs.
2.2. Words and symmetric functions. Let P be the set of positive integers. Let
P` be the set of nonempty words on P, which is the set of finite sequences of positive
integers with positive length. If w is a word with letters w1, w2, . . . , wn, we write
w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn. To w, we associate the monomial xw “ xw1xw2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xwn . We denote
the set of words in n letters by Pn. An ascent of w is an index 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 such
that wi ď wi`1. A descent of w is an index 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 such that wi ą wi`1. Let
the descent set of w be Despwq :“ t 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 | wi ą wi`1 u. An inversion in w
is a pair of indices 1 ď i ă j ď n such that wi ą wj. We denote the set of inversions
of w by Invpwq. Therefore, we have i P Despwq if and only if pi, i` 1q P Invpwq.
The standardization of w, denoted by stdpwq, is the permutation in Sn obtained
by replacing the entries of w with 1, 2, . . . , n, keeping the same relative order, where
repeated letters are considered as increasing from left to right. For example, the
standardization of 112123 is 124356. For w P Pn, the standardization σ “ stdpwq
has the key property that Invpσq “ Invpwq.
A symmetric function is a formal power series in the variables x which is invariant
under swapping any two of the variables. It is well-known that the set of symmet-
ric functions with coefficients in Q, denoted by Sym, forms a ring under the usual
operations of addition and multiplication. For notions related to the ring of sym-
metric functions that are not made explicit here, we refer the reader to [55]. For
the connection between symmetric functions and symmetric group characters via
the Frobenius characteristic map, we refer the reader to [45]. Occasionally, we will
refer to the Frobenius characteristic of an Sn-module when we mean the Frobenius
characteristic of the character of that module.
We denote by hn the nth complete homogeneous symmetric function, which is the
sum over all monomials in x of degree n. The nth elementary symmetric function,
denoted by en, is the sum over all squarefree monomials of degree n. For λ $ n of
length k, let hλ – hλ1hλ2 ¨ ¨ ¨hλk be the complete homogeneous symmetric function
indexed by λ. Similarly, let eλ – eλ1eλ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ eλk be the elementary symmetric function
indexed by λ. Let α ( n of length k. For convenience, we occasionally write
hα to mean hα1hα2 ¨ ¨ ¨hαk , and similarly for eα. Observe that if λ is the unique
partition obtained by sorting the parts of α, then hα “ hλ, and similarly for eα. Let
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Hpzq “ řně0 hnzn and Epzq “ řně0 enzn. Furthermore, let ω be the automorphism
of Sym which sends hn to en for each n.
Given a partition λ $ n, a standard Young tableau (henceforth SYT) of shape
λ is a filling of the boxes of the Young diagram of λ with integers from rns using
each label exactly once, such that the labeling increases left-to-right along rows and
top-to-bottom down columns. We denote the set of all SYT of shape λ by SYTpλq.
For T P SYTpλq, we define DespT q to be the set of all 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 such that i
belongs to a row above i` 1 in T .
Let λ $ m and µ $ n such that `pµq ď `pλq and µi ď λi for all i ď `pµq. In
this case, the Young diagram of µ forms a subdiagram of the Young diagram of λ,
situated in the upper-left corner of λ. We can then form the skew shape λ{µ by
removing the Young diagram formed by µ from the Young diagram for λ. If µ is the
empty partition, then λ{µ is just the Young diagram for λ.
A semi-standard Young tableau of shape λ{µ is a filling of the boxes of the Young
diagram of λ{µ with positive integers such that the labeling weakly increases left-
to-right along rows and strictly increases top-to-bottom down columns. Given such
a tableau Y , let xY be the monomial defined as the product over all i of xnii , where
ni is the number of times i appears in Y . The skew Schur function sλ{µ is the sum
over all xY for Y a semi-standard Young tableaux of shape λ{µ. In the case when µ
is the empty partition, define sλ – sλ{µ to be the Schur function indexed by λ.
Most of the results in this paper will be in terms of ribbon Schur functions . These
symmetric functions are special instances of skew Schur functions indexed by skew
shapes that are ribbons , which are connected skew shapes that do not contain a 2ˆ2
box. Assuming that we draw our skew shapes following the English convention, we
can associate a composition to a ribbon by counting the number of boxes in every
row of the ribbon from bottom to top. This association allows us to consider ribbon
Schur functions as being indexed by compositions. We refer to the ribbon Schur
function indexed by a composition α as rα. If α ( n, we can alternatively define rα
as
(2.1) rα “
ÿ
wPPn,
Despwq“setpαq
xw.
A useful property of ribbon Schur functions is that the product of two ribbon Schur
functions is a sum of two ribbon Schur functions,
(2.2) rαrβ “ rα‚β ` rαdβ,
which follows easily from (2.1). More generally, suppose αp1q, . . . , αpmq are composi-
tions such that αpiq ( ni and n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nm “ n. Letting β :“ αp1q ‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚ αpmq and
δ :“ αp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d αpmq, we have that
(2.3) rαp1qrαp2q . . . rαpmq “
ÿ
γPrβ,δs
rγ,
where rβ, δs is the interval between β and δ in the refinement order on Compn.
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The following proposition gives a positive expansion of a ribbon Schur function in
the basis of Schur functions. This is a special case of the expansion of a skew Schur
function into Schur functions.
Proposition 2.1. [61, Equation 2.2.4] Given a composition α ( n, we have
rα “
ÿ
λ$n
bλ,αsλ,
where bλ,α is the number of T P SYTpλq satisfying comppDespT qq “ α. In particular,
ribbon Schur functions are Schur-positive.
Let ex denote the homomorphism from Sym to Qrrxss mapping hn to xn{n! [55,
Section 7.8]. This homomorphism is known as the exponential specialization and,
as mentioned in the introduction, has the property that the coefficient of xn{n! in
the image expfq of a symmetric function f is the coefficient of x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn in f [55,
Proposition 7.8.4].
Let ascpwq and despwq be the number of ascents and descents in w respectively.
We use a 2-parameter weighted power series analogue of the Eulerian polynomial,
Apx; s, tq :“
ÿ
wPP`
sascpwqtdespwqxw.(2.4)
By Equation (2.1),
(2.5) Apx; s, tq “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
sn´`pαqt`pαq´1 rα.
2.3. Unlabeled trees and associated notions. A plane binary tree is a rooted
tree in which every node has at most two children, of which at most one is called
a left child and at most one is called a right child . We denote the set of all plane
binary trees by T and the set of plane binary trees on n nodes for n ě 1 by Tn.
Recall that we use the term tree to mean a plane binary tree. Elements of T will
be considered unlabeled trees. We denote the set of nodes of T by NodespT q, the
set of edges of T by EdgespT q, and the root of T by rootpT q. We abuse notation on
occasion and write v P T when we mean v P NodespT q. The nodes of a tree can be
categorized as terminal nodes , which are nodes with no children, and internal nodes ,
which are nodes with at least one child.
Given a binary tree T P Tn, let T be the binary tree obtained by appending a left
child to every terminal node which does not already have a left child and a right
child to every terminal node which does not have one. We call these appended nodes
leaves , and we call T the completion of T . In total, the completion T has n ` 1
leaves.
Given a binary tree T P T , we can define a partial order ďT on NodespT q by
drawing the tree with its root on top and leaves below and declaring this to be the
Hasse diagram of the partial order. Precisely, we define a relation such that for
v, w P NodespT q with v a child of w, we have v ăT w. Then ďT is defined as the
transitive closure of this relation. If v ăT w, then we say that v is a descendant of
w and that w is an ancestor of v.
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Additionally, we work with two different types of total orderings on the nodes
of a binary tree T derived from a traversal of its nodes. The preorder traversal
is defined recursively, where we first visit the root, then traverse the right subtree
of T in preorder, and finally the left subtree of T in preorder. It should be noted
that this is slightly different from the usual convention for preorder traversal, where
one traverses the left subtree before the right subtree. The inorder traversal is also
defined recursively, where we first traverse the left subtree of T in inorder, then
visit the root of T , and finally traverse the right subtree of T in inorder. If we
order the nodes of a given tree T according to when they are visited in the preorder
(respectively inorder) traversal, we obtain a total order on NodespT q which we call
preorder (respectively inorder) and denote by ďp (respectively ďi). Figure 1 gives
an example each of preorder and inorder, respectively.
v1
v2
v3v4
v5
v7
v6
v9
v8
v1
v2
v5
v8
v9v6
v7
v4
v3
Figure 1. The nodes are labeled according to preorder on the left
and according to inorder on the right.
The preorder ďp on T P Tn allows us to associate a composition of size n with it,
which we call the composition type of T and denote by cpT q. To compute cpT q, let
v1 ăp ¨ ¨ ¨ ăp vn be the nodes of T in preorder. Assume further that vi1 ăp ¨ ¨ ¨ ăp vik
are all the terminal nodes in T . Note that 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik “ n. We now define
cpT q– compti1, . . . , ik´1u “ pi1, i2´ i1, i3´ i2, . . . , ik´ ik´1q. Clearly cpT q ( n. The
reader can verify that for the tree T in Figure 1, we have cpT q “ p3, 2, 3, 1q.
We work under the convention that the edge vw refers to the edge joining v and
w in the tree, where v comes before w in inorder. If v is the left child of w, we say
that vw is the left edge of w. If w is the right child of v, we say that vw is the right
edge of v.
Next, we give a definition of the canopy of a binary tree as a word on tU,Du. To
translate between the canopy defined in [43] and the one defined here, simply flip
the tree vertically and replace U Ø a¯ and D Ø b in the word vpT q defined in their
paper. See [43, Proposition 2.2] for other equivalent definitions of canopy.
Definition 2.2. Given a binary tree T P Tn, label each node v except for the last
node of T in inorder with either a D if v has a right child or a U if v does not have a
right child. Traverse the tree in inorder and read off the labels. The resulting word
of length n´ 1 on tU,Du is the canopy of T , denoted by canpT q.
Figure 2 shows a tree T with its nodes labeled U and D according to Definition 2.2.
Reading off the labels in inorder yields canpT q “ UDUUDDUD.
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U
D
U
U
U
D
D
D
Figure 2. A tree T with canopy canpT q “ UDUUDDUD.
2.4. Labeled trees. A labeled plane binary tree (or simply a labeled tree) is a tree
whose nodes have labels drawn from the set of positive integers P. We denote the
set of labeled trees by T ` and the set of labeled trees on n nodes for n ě 1 by T `n .
Given T P T `n , we denote by shpT q the unlabeled tree obtained by removing the
labels on the nodes of T . Given a node u in T , we refer to the label on u as u`. We
associate two reading words with T : the preorder reading word denoted by prepT q,
and the inorder reading word denoted by inpT q. If v1, . . . , vn are the nodes of T in
preorder, then prepT q :“ v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`n. On the other hand, if v1, . . . , vn are the nodes of
T in inorder, then inpT q :“ v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`n.
Let us recall from the Introduction that for a labeled tree, we have a refined
classification for its edges given by left and right ascents and descents. First, suppose
that v is the left child of w. If v` ď w`, then vw is a left ascent . Otherwise it is a
left descent . Second, suppose that v has a right child w. If v` ď w`, then vw is a
right ascent . Otherwise it is a right descent . Using this classification, we associate a
weight wtpT q to a labeled tree T as follows,
(2.6) wtpT q :“ λ¯lascpT qλldespT qρ¯rascpT qρrdespT q.
Recall that lascpT q (respectively, ldespT q, rascpT q, and rdespT q) is the number of left
ascents (respectively, left descents, right ascents and right descents) in T . For the
labeled tree T in Figure 3, each edge is labeled with λ¯, λ, ρ¯, or ρ, corresponding to
the edge’s orientation and whether the labels on the edge form an ascent or descent.
It may help the reader to remember that λ corresponds to left edges, ρ corresponds
to right edges, unbarred parameters correspond to strict inequalities, and barred
parameters correspond to weak inequalities.
7
3
34
2
1
1
4
2
λ
λ
λ
λ
ρ
ρρ
ρ
9
5
67
3
1
2
8
4
λ
λ
λ
λ
ρ
ρρ
ρ
Figure 3. On the left, a tree with weight wtpT q “ λ¯3λ1ρ¯3ρ1. On the
right, the inorder standardization stdpT q.
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Letting v1, v2, . . . , vn be the nodes of T listed in inorder, we can obtain a standard
labeled tree by relabeling node vi with the ith letter of the permutation stdpinpT qq.
We call the resulting standard labeled tree the inorder standardization of T , denoted
by stdpT q. Given an edge vivj in T , it forms a (left or right) descent if and only if
pi, jq P InvpinpT qq. Since standardization preserves the inversion set of a word, we
have wtpT q “ wtpstdpT qq.
3. Two functional equations for G
We begin by proving Theorem 1.1 which establishes a functional equation for G,
restated here for the reader’s convenience.
(3.1)
p1` λ¯Gqp1` ρ¯Gq
p1` λGqp1` ρGq “ H
`pλ¯ρ¯´ λρqG` λ¯` ρ¯´ λ´ ρ˘.
We then use this identity to give our first proof of Theorem 1.3.
A labeled tree is increasing if it has no left ascents or right descents. The term
increasing is motivated by the fact that if T is an increasing tree, then the labels
increase —weakly toward the right and strictly toward the left— along the path from
the root of T to any terminal node. The next lemma shows that these trees are in
bijection with words on positive integers. The reader may skip the proof, since it is
straight-forward and the rest of the paper does not depend on it.
Lemma 3.1. Fix n and 1 ď j ď n. Then the map ϕnpT q “ inpT q from the set of
increasing binary trees T on n nodes to Pn is a bijection. Furthermore, ϕn restricts
to a bijection between the subset of trees whose completion has j right leaves and the
subset of words with j ´ 1 descents.
Proof. First, let T be an increasing binary tree on n nodes whose completion has j
right leaves, and let w “ inpT q. It can be checked that the ith node of T in inorder
has no right child if and only if i P Despwq or i “ n. Recalling the definition of the
completion T from Subsection 2.3, a node of T has a right leaf in T if and only if it
has no right child. Therefore, we see that j “ #Despwq ` 1, so w has j ´ 1 descents.
Next, we recursively define a map ψn from Pn to the set of increasing binary trees
on n nodes which maps a word with j ´ 1 descents to a tree whose completion has j
right leaves. Let ψ1 be the map which sends a word w1 with length one to the tree
on one node labeled with w1. Clearly, ψ1 is the inverse of φ1. For n ą 0, suppose we
have constructed ψi for i ă n such that φi ˝ ψipwq “ inpψipwqq “ w. Fixing w P Pn
with j ´ 1 descents, let us define ψnpwq as follows. Let i be the smallest index of
the smallest letter in w. Let T1 “ ψi´1pw1 . . . wi´1q, and let T2 “ ψn´ipwi`1 . . . wnq.
Then define ψnpwq “ T to be the tree whose root is labeled wi and whose left and
right subtrees are T1 and T2, respectively.
Finally, we show that ψn is the inverse of φn. By our inductive assumptions on
the maps ψi´1 and ψn´i, we have that inpT1q “ w1 . . . wi´1 and inpT2q “ wi`1 . . . wn.
Therefore, we have φn ˝ ψnpwq “ inpT q “ inpT1qwi inpT2q “ w by the recursive
definition of the inorder traversal. Furthermore, it follows from our choice of i that
T is increasing, hence ψn is the right inverse of φn. We leave it to the reader to check
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3
34
2
1
1
4
2
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v8
v7
v9
Figure 4. An example of a marked tree on 9 nodes with nodes v1,
v2, v3, v6, and v8 in inorder marked.
that ψn is also the left inverse of φn, hence it is the inverse of φn. This completes
our recursive construction of ψn, and hence φn is a bijection with inverse ψn. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let llpT q and rlpT q denote the number of left leaves and right
leaves in the completion T , respectively. Let
Dpx; λ¯, λ, λ˝, ρ¯, ρ, ρ˝q “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
TPT `n
λ¯lascpT qλldespT qλllpT q˝ ρ¯
rascpT qρrdespT qρrlpT q˝ xT .(3.2)
In T , since every node has a left child that is either a node or a leaf, we have
(3.3) n “ lascpT q ` ldespT q ` llpT q
and similarly,
(3.4) n “ rascpT q ` rdespT q ` rlpT q.
Thus,
(3.5) Dpx; λ¯, λ, λ˝, ρ¯, ρ, ρ˝q “ Gpλ˝ρ˝x; λ¯{λ˝, λ{λ˝, ρ¯{ρ˝, ρ{ρ˝q,
where λ˝ρ˝x means that each variable xi is replaced with λ˝ρ˝xi.
Let T be a labeled tree. If pq is a left ascent of T , such that p is the left child
of q, we call p a left ascent-child . If pq is a right descent of T , such that q is the
right child of p, we call q a right descent-child . We obtain a marked tree from T by
“marking” some of the nodes of T . We require that every left ascent-child and right
descent-child must be marked, the root must not be marked, and other nodes may
be either marked or unmarked. See Figure 4 for an example of a marked tree. Let
lmpMq be the number of marked left children in M , and let rmpMq be the number
of marked right children in M .
Let
(3.6) Cpx;λ˝, λm, ρ˝, ρmq “
ÿ
M
λllpMq˝ λ
lmpMq
m ρ
rlpMq
˝ ρ
rmpMq
m xM
where the sum is over all marked labeled trees M , and xM is equal to xT for T the
underlying tree of M . Then by the definition of marked trees we have
(3.7) Cpx;λ˝, λm, ρ˝, ρmq “ Dpx;λm, 1` λm, λ˝, 1` ρm, ρm, ρ˝q,
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and it follows from (3.5) that
(3.8) Cpx;λ˝, λm, ρ˝, ρmq “ G
ˆ
λ˝ρ˝x;
λm
λ˝
,
1` λm
λ˝
,
1` ρm
ρ˝
,
ρm
ρ˝
,
˙
.
Substituting xi ÞÑ xi{pλ˝ρ˝q, λ˝ ÞÑ 1{pλ ´ λ¯q, λm ÞÑ λ¯{pλ ´ λ¯q, ρ˝ ÞÑ 1{pρ¯ ´ ρq and
ρm ÞÑ ρ{pρ¯´ ρq into (3.8), we find that
(3.9) Gpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ C
ˆ
pλ´ λ¯qpρ¯´ ρqx; 1
λ´ λ¯ ,
λ¯
λ´ λ¯ ,
1
ρ¯´ ρ,
ρ
ρ¯´ ρ
˙
.
We shall find a functional equation for C “ Cpx;λ˝, λm, ρ˝, ρmq which through (3.9)
will yield (3.1).
Next we count increasing labeled trees by left and right leaves. Let
(3.10) Kpx;λ˝, ρ˝q “
ÿ
T
λllpT q˝ ρ
rlpT q
˝ xT ,
where the sum is over all increasing trees T . Recall the 2-parameter weighted power
series analogue of the Eulerian polynomial Apx; s, tq defined in (2.4). By the homog-
enized version of a result of MacMahon [32, Vol. 1, p. 186], we have that
(3.11) Apx; s, tq “
ř
ně1ps´ tqn´1hn
1´ třně1ps´ tqn´1hn “ Hps´ tq ´ 1s´ tHps´ tq .
Therefore, we have
(3.12) Kpx;λ˝, ρ˝q “ λ˝ρ˝Apx;λ˝, ρ˝q “ λ˝ρ˝ Hpλ˝ ´ ρ˝q ´ 1
λ˝ ´ ρ˝Hpλ˝ ´ ρ˝q ,
where the first equality follows from Lemma 3.1, and the second equality follows
from (3.11).
We claim that C satisfies the functional equation
(3.13) C “ Kpx;λ˝ ` λmC, ρ˝ ` ρmCq.
To see this, given a marked labeled tree M on rns, let P be the set of unmarked
nodes p of M with the property that no ancestor of p is marked. It is clear that the
induced subtree of M on P is an increasing tree I. Then M can be recovered from I
by attaching marked trees to the leaves of I and marking the roots of the attached
trees. Equation (3.13) follows from this decomposition.
Using (3.12), we may expand (3.13) as
(3.14)
C “ pλ˝ ` λmCqpρ˝ ` ρmCq Hpλ˝ ` λmC ´ ρ˝ ´ ρmCq ´ 1pλ˝ ` λmCq ´ pρ˝ ` ρmCqHpλ˝ ` λmC ´ ρ˝ ´ ρmCq .
Solving for H in (3.14) gives
(3.15)
pρ˝ ` pρm ` 1qCqpλ˝ ` λmCq
pλ˝ ` pλm ` 1qCqpρ˝ ` ρmCq “ Hpλ˝ ´ ρ˝ ` pλm ´ ρmqCq.
Finally, set λ˝ “ 1{pλ ´ λ¯q, λm “ λ¯{pλ ´ λ¯q, ρ˝ “ 1{pρ¯ ´ ρq and ρm “ ρ{pρ¯ ´ ρq in
(3.15), and replace x with pλ ´ λ¯qpρ¯ ´ ρqx. Applying (3.9) to the resulting identity
gives (3.1). 
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Remark 3.2. Our proof above of Theorem 1.1 is based on a proof given in [19]
of a result equivalent to the case λ¯ “ 0 of (1.2). The paper [19] counts forests of
labeled rooted trees by descents and leaves instead of counting binary trees, but one
can convert between forests of rooted trees and binary trees by applying a simple
bijection.
As a corollary to Theorem 1.1, we see that G has some surprising symmetries. We
state these next in Corollary 3.3.
Corollary 3.3. The following identities hold,
Gpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ Gpx; ρ¯, λ, λ¯, ρq “ Gpx; λ¯, ρ, ρ¯, λq,(3.16)
ωpGpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρqq “ Gpx;λ, λ¯, ρ, ρ¯q.(3.17)
Proof. We can rewrite the functional equation (3.1) as
G “ p1` λGqp1` ρGq
ÿ
ně1
ppλ¯ρ¯´ λρqG` λ¯` ρ¯´ λ´ ρqn´1 hn.(3.18)
This gives a recursive method for computing Gn in terms of Gm for m ă n. There-
fore, G is uniquely determined by the functional equation together with the initial
condition G1 “ h1. Identity (3.16) then follows from the fact that the functional
equation is invariant under swapping λ¯ and ρ¯ and under swapping λ and ρ. To see
identity (3.17), apply ω to both sides of the functional equation (3.1), and then use
the fact that Hp´zqEpzq “ 1. 
Letting A :“ Apx; s, tq, we may rewrite (3.11) as
(3.19) Hps´ tq “ 1` sA
1` tA .
At this point, we have all the tools we need to establish Theorem 1.3, which also
implies Theorem 1.2.
Proof 1 of Theorem 1.3. Substituting s “ λ¯ρ¯G ` λ¯ ` ρ¯ and t “ λρG ` λ ` ρ into
(3.19), then Hps ´ tq becomes the right-hand side of (3.1). Thus, we can rewrite
(3.1) as
p1` λ¯Gqp1` ρ¯Gq
p1` λGqp1` ρGq “
1` sA
1` tA .(3.20)
Since p1` λ¯Gqp1` ρ¯Gq “ 1` sG and p1`λGqp1` ρGq “ 1` tG, the identity (3.20)
is equivalent to
(3.21)
1` sG
1` tG “
1` sA
1` tA ,
which implies that
(3.22) G “ A “ Apx; λ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯, λρG` λ` ρq,
and Theorem 1.3 follows by (2.5). 
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Remark 3.4. Theorem 1.3 together with (2.2) gives a way to recursively expand
each Gn positively in terms of ribbon Schur functions. Therefore, the Schur-positivity
of G follows immediately from Theorem 1.3 by using Proposition 2.1. However, it is
not clear how to prove the Schur-positivity of the more refined generating functions
Gn,ν using these same techniques. Instead, we prove Theorem 1.6 in Section 8 after
developing our weight-preserving bijection in Section 7. Theorem 1.5 then follows
from Theorem 1.6 by Proposition 2.1.
4. Marked and augmented nested partitions
In this section, we present the definitions and notation used in the statements of
Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. We delay the proofs of these two theorems until Section 8
after developing all of the key concepts in Section 7.
4.1. Noncrossing partitions. We need some notions concerning the lattice of non-
crossing partitions, so we recall the relevant definitions briefly. A partition pi of rns
is a collection of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets B1, . . . , Bk whose union is rns.
We write this as pi :“ B1{ ¨ ¨ ¨ {Bk where the Bi are ordered in increasing order of
their minimal elements. The subsets B1, . . . , Bk are the blocks of pi, and the number
of blocks is denoted by bkppiq. The set of partitions of rns, denoted by Πn, can be
endowed with the structure of a graded lattice by defining a partial order as follows.
Given partitions σ and τ , we say that σ ďΠn τ if each block in σ is contained in a
block in τ . In particular, a partition τ covers a partition σ in Πn if τ is obtained
by merging two distinct blocks in σ. If σ ďΠn τ , we say that σ is finer than τ or
equivalently that τ is coarser than σ. The rank of pi P Πn is given by n´bkppiq. The
partition of rns into singleton sets gives the unique minimal element in Πn, and the
partition of rns consisting of a single block gives the unique maximal element.
We identify a partition of rns with its arc diagram, which is defined as follows.
Consider n nodes v1, . . . , vn representing the integers 1 through n from left to right,
and connect two nodes vi and vj with i ă j by an undirected arc if i and j belong
to the same block and if there is no k in that block such that i ă k ă j. If i and j
belong to the same block in pi, then we denote this equivalence by i „pi j.
A partition pi of rns is said to be noncrossing if there do not exist 1 ď a ă b ă
c ă d ď n such that a „pi c, b „pi d and a pi b. The set of noncrossing partitions of
n, denoted by NCpnq, inherits a graded lattice structure from that on Πn. For the
many interesting properties of NCpnq, the reader is referred to the beautiful survey
by Simion [50] and references therein. For a more recent survey on the relevance of
NCpnq in various areas of mathematics, the reader is referred to McCammond [33].
4.2. Nested partitions. We now introduce a special type of noncrossing partition,
called a nested partition, and decorated generalizations of nested partitions.
Let pi “ B1{ . . . {Bk P NCpnq. If i „pi i ` 1, then we say the node vi is a stepper
and the arc connecting vi and vi`1 is a short arc. If i „pi j with j ě i`2 and there is
an arc connecting vi and vj in the arc diagram, then we say the node vi is a jumper
and the arc between vi and vj is a long arc. Let maxppiq :“ tmaxpB1q, . . . ,maxpBkqu
and minppiq :“ tminpB1q, . . . ,minpBkqu. We say that pi is nested if it is a noncrossing
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partition and if i P maxppiq implies that i ` 1 R minppiq for all i. Finally, a nested
partition pi P NCpnq is said to be marked if a subset of nodes in tv1, . . . , vnuztvi | i P
maxppiqu is marked. Let mNCpnq denote the set of all marked nested partitions
whose underlying nested partition is in NCpnq. For the marked nested partition pi
in Figure 5, the nodes v2, v4, and v8 are marked. Furthermore, the nodes v1, v2, v7,
and v9 are steppers, and the nodes v3, v4, and v8 are jumpers.
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11v6
Figure 5. The arc diagram of the nested partition
pi “ 1 2 3 7 8 11{4 6{5{9 10, with nodes v2, v4, and v8 marked.
Remark 4.1. The cardinality of the set of nested partitions for n ě 1 is given by
the sequence of Motzkin numbers [36, A001006], which are well-known to enumerate
Motzkin paths, which are lattice paths from p0, 0q to pn, 0q where the steps allowed
are up, down and level. The cardinality of the set of marked nested partitions for
n ě 1 is given by [36, A071356], which counts Motzkin paths where the up and level
steps are bicolored. In theory we could have phrased our results in the language
of Motzkin paths but it is (marked) nested partitions that arise naturally in our
context.
To each pi P mNCpnq, we associate a sequence of compositions as follows. Partition
each block B of pi into disjoint subsets by breaking B after each marked node. Define
cpBq to be the composition obtained by recording the sizes of these subsets. For
pi “ B1{B2{B3{B4 in Figure 5, we have
B1 “ t1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 11u cpB1q “ p2, 3, 1q,
B2 “ t4, 6u cpB2q “ p1, 1q,
B3 “ t5u cpB3q “ p1q,
B4 “ t9, 10u cpB4q “ p2q.
Consider the following four statistics associated to a marked nested partition pi. Let
sappiq “ # Unmarked steppers in pi(4.1)
sdppiq “ # Marked steppers in pi(4.2)
jappiq “ # Unmarked jumpers in pi(4.3)
jdppiq “ # Marked jumpers in pi.(4.4)
Let the weight of a marked nested partition be
(4.5) wtppiq “ pλ¯` ρ¯q sappiqpλ` ρqsdppiqpλ¯ρ¯qjappiqpλρqjdppiq.
Remark 4.2. The letters a and d in the names of the statistics in (4.1)–(4.4) cor-
respond to ascent and descent. We will see in Section 8 how each marked nested
partition pi corresponds to a set of labeled binary trees, where each marked node in
pi represents a descent in the labeling, and each unmarked node represents an ascent
in the labeling.
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We define an augmented nested partition pi˚ to be a marked nested partition such
that each short arc in its arc diagram is labeled either U or D. To each augmented
nested partition pi˚, we associate the following six statistics. Let
saUppi˚q “ # Unmarked steppers in pi˚ whose corresponding short arc is labeled U ,
sdUppi˚q “ # Marked steppers in pi˚ whose corresponding short arc is labeled U ,
saDppi˚q “ # Unmarked steppers in pi˚ whose corresponding short arc is labeled D,
sdDppi˚q “ # Marked steppers in pi˚ whose corresponding short arc is labeled D,
jappi˚q “ # Unmarked jumpers in pi˚,
jdppi˚q “ # Marked jumpers in pi˚.
Combining all six statistics, we define
(4.6) wtppi˚q “ λ¯saUppi˚qλsdUppi˚qρ¯ saDppi˚qρ sdDppi˚qpλ¯ρ¯q jappi˚qpλρq jdppi˚q.
For pi˚ in Figure 6, we have wtppi˚q “ λ¯λρ¯ 2pλ¯ρ¯qpλρq “ λ¯2λ2ρ¯ 3ρ.
To each augmented nested partition pi˚, associate words wppi˚q and wˆppi˚q defined
recursively as follows. If pi˚ contains a single block, define wppi˚q to be the word
obtained by recording the labels on the short arcs from left to right, and define
wˆppi˚q to be Dwppi˚qU . If pi˚ contains more than 1 block, let B1 be the block of
pi˚ which contains v1 and vn. Partition B1 into blocks C1, . . . , Cp that are maximal
under connectedness by short arcs. For 1 ď i ď p´ 1, let pii˚ denote the augmented
nested partition induced by pi˚ on the nodes vj for j P pmaxpCiq,minpCi`1qq. Define
(4.7) wppi˚q :“ wpC1qwˆppi˚1 q ¨ ¨ ¨wpCp´1qwˆppi˚p´1qwpCpq P tU,Dun´1,
where the dots signify that the concatenation continues and n is the number of nodes
of pi. Given ν P tU,Dun´1, let mNC˚pn, νq be the set of augmented nested partitions
pi˚ such that wppi˚q “ ν. For the augmented nested partition pi˚ in Figure 6, we have
that pi˚ P mNC˚p11, DUDDUUDDUUq.
D U D U
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11v6
Figure 6. An augmented nested partition pi˚ with wppi˚q “
DUDDUUDDUU .
5. Sn-modules from deformations of Coxeter arrangements
In this section, we provide a representation-theoretic meaning to some of the equal-
ities in the introduction relating specializations of Bnpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq to the number of
regions in hyperplane arrangements related to the Coxeter arrangement. In partic-
ular, we focus on the semiorder and Linial arrangements. While there is an obvious
symmetric group action on regions of the semiorder arrangement In by permutation
of the coordinates, the question of finding one on regions of the Linial arrangement
Ln is a bit more subtle. Throughout this section, we assume the ribbon Schur ex-
pansions in Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6, which are proven in Section 8.
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We briefly introduce our notation pertaining to hyperplane arrangements. For a
detailed introduction, we refer the reader to [44, 56]. A hyperplane arrangement is
a finite collection of affine hyperplanes in a vector space. Let A be a hyperplane
arrangement in a finite-dimensional vector space V over R. A region of A is a con-
nected component of V ´ŤHPAH. We denote the set of regions of A by RegionspAq
and the number of regions of A by rpAq “ |RegionspAq|.
5.1. Semiorder arrangements. Recall that the semiorder arrangement In is the
hyperplane arrangement in Rn given by the hyperplanes Hij : xi ´ xj “ 1 for 1 ď
i ‰ j ď n. Note that this set of hyperplanes is stable under the natural action of the
symmetric group Sn. This implies that RegionspInq inherits an action of Sn. We
first expand a certain specialization of Gn in terms of the Motzkin numbers and the
Frobenius characteristics of Foulkes characters. We then use this formula to show
in Theorem 5.4 that the Frobenius characteristic of the action on RegionspInq is a
specialization of Gn.
Figure 7 demonstrates the action of S3 on RegionspI3q. In this case, we can
compute the Frobenius characteristic of this action to be h3` 2h21` 2h111. In terms
of ribbon Schur functions, this may be written as 5r3`3pr21`r12q`2r111. Note that
since ribbon Schur functions do not form a basis for the ring of symmetric functions,
this expansion in terms of ribbon Schur functions is not unique.
x1
x3x2
x1 − x3 = 1x1 − x2 = 1
x2 − x3 = 1
x1
x3x2
x1 − x3 = 1x1 − x2 = 1
x2 − x3 = 1
h2,1 h1,1,1
h2,1h1,1,1
h3
Figure 7. On the left is the arrangement I3 (projected onto x1`x2`
x3 “ 0). On the right is a depiction of the S3-action on RegionspI3q
with regions of the same color belonging to the same orbit (see the
electronic version).
By Theorem 1.4, we know Gn expands in terms of ribbon Schur functions with
coefficients which are polynomials in λ¯ρ¯, λ¯ ` ρ¯, λρ, and λ ` ρ. Consider the case
λ¯ “ ρ¯ “ 1, λ “ ζ´16 , and ρ “ ζ6, where ζ6 is a primitive sixth root of unity. Then we
have that λ¯ρ¯ “ λ¯` ρ¯ “ λρ “ 1, whereas λ¯` ρ¯ “ 2. Thus, for this specialization we
have wtppiq “ 2sappiq for pi P mNCpnq. From Theorem 1.4 and (2.3), we obtain
(5.1) Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q “
ÿ
piPmNCpnq
2sappiq
ˆ ÿ
δPrqcppiq,pcppiqs rδ
˙
,
where if pi “ B1{ . . . {Bk, then qcppiq “ cpB1q‚¨ ¨ ¨‚cpBkq and pcppiq “ cpB1qd¨ ¨ ¨dcpBkq.
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For 0 ď k ď n´ 1, let
Fn,k –
ÿ
α(n
`pαq“k`1
rα.(5.2)
It can be shown that the dimension of the Sn-module corresponding to Fn,k is the
Eulerian number An,k enumerating the number of permutations inSn with k descents
[16]. The symmetric group character corresponding to Fn,k under the Frobenius
characteristic map is known as the Foulkes character , introduced by Foulkes in his
study of descents in permutations. They show up in various areas such as counting
permutations by descents and cycle types [24], enumerating alternating permutations
according to cycle type [52], and the analysis of the carrying process [11, 28, 35].
Foulkes characters have been generalized to other reflection groups in [34].
Throughout this section, we encode most of our formulas in terms of marked and
augmented nested partitions. However, it should be noted that all of these formulas
could just as easily be encoded in terms of binary trees via the following bijection
between Tn and NCpnq, which is a special case of a bijection due to Edelman. Figure 8
shows a binary tree T and its corresponding noncrossing partition.
Theorem 5.1 (Edelman [14]). Given T P Tn, let v1, . . . , vn be its vertices listed in
preorder. Define ncpT q to be the finest partition of rns with the property that distinct
positive integers 1 ď i ă j ď n are in the same block if vj is the left child of vi. The
map T ÞÑ ncpT q defines a bijection between Tn and NCpnq.
v1
v2
v3v4
v5
v7
v6
v9
v8
Figure 8. On the left is a binary tree T , and on the right is its
corresponding noncrossing partition ncpT q.
Given a binary tree T P Tn, we say that it is left-leaning if for every node v of
T , whenever v has a right child, then it also has a left child. We denote the set
of left-leaning trees on n nodes by LT n. From the definition of ncpT q, we see that
if T P LT n, then ncpT q is a nested partition of rns. In fact, Edelman’s bijection
restricts to a bijection between LT n and the set of nested partitions of rns.
For n ě 1, let Motn denote the nth Motzkin number [36, A001006] which is
defined to be the number of nested partitions on rns, or equivalently the number of
left-leaning binary trees on n nodes. Let Mpxq denote the generating function for
the Motzkin numbers,
Mpxq–
ÿ
ně1
Motn x
n “ x` x2 ` 2x3 ` 4x4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .(5.3)
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Let Catn “ |Tn| be the nth Catalan number [36, A000108]. Let Cpxq denote the
generating function for the Catalan numbers,
Cpxq–
ÿ
ně1
Catn x
n “ x` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 14x4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .(5.4)
Then it can be checked that Mpxq and Cpxq are related by the following identity,
M
ˆ
x
1´ x
˙
“ Cpxq.(5.5)
Equation (5.5) implies the following identity that will come in handy later,
Mpex ´ 1q “ Cp1´ e´xq.(5.6)
It is well-known that Cpxq satisfies the functional equation 1´p1`Cq`xp1`Cq2 “ 0,
see [53], which can be rewritten as C “ xp1`Cq2. By using (5.5) again, we see that
Mpxq satisfies the functional equation
M “ xp1`M `M2q.(5.7)
Compare this to [12, Equation 1], for example, where our indexing differs from theirs
by 1.
Theorem 5.2. For n ě 1, we have the following expansion of Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q in
terms of the Frobenius characteristics of Foulkes characters,
Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q “
ÿ
α(n
Mot`pαq hα “
nÿ
j“1
˜
n´jÿ
k“0
ˆ
n´ j
k
˙
Motn´k
¸
Fn,j´1.
Proof. Just for this proof, we denote Gpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q by G. Similarly, let H “
Hp1q “ řiě0 hi. To obtain the h-expansion for Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q, we use the func-
tional equation for G from Theorem 1.1. When λ¯ “ ρ¯ “ 1, λ “ ζ´16 , and ρ “ ζ6, we
get that
G “ p1`G`G2qpH ´ 1q.(5.8)
A comparison of the functional equation in (5.8) with the functional equation satisfied
by Mpxq in (5.7) reveals that
G “
ÿ
mě1
Motm pH ´ 1qm(5.9)
“
ÿ
mě1
ÿ
`pαq“m
Motm hα.,(5.10)
where the above sum is over all compositions α of any size with length m. Focusing
on terms indexed by compositions of size n in (5.10) yields the first equality in the
statement of the theorem.
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To obtain the expansion in terms of the Frobenius characteristics of Foulkes char-
acters, we utilize the fact that hα “ řαďβ rβ and (5.10) to obtain
G “
ÿ
mě1
ÿ
`pαq“m
Motm
ÿ
αďβ
rβ(5.11)
“
ÿ
mě1
ÿ
β(m
rβ
ˆ ÿ
αďβ
Mot`pαq
˙
(5.12)
“
ÿ
mě1
ÿ
β(m
rβ
ˆm´`pβqÿ
k“0
ˆ
m´ `pβq
k
˙
Motm´k
˙
.(5.13)
Note that the innermost sum is only dependent on `pβq. Collecting terms correspond-
ing to compositions of a fixed size and grouping them according to their lengths gives
us the second equality in the statement of the theorem. 
For example, G3px; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q “ Mot1h3 ` Mot2ph12 ` h21q ` Mot3h111 “ h3 `
2h21 ` 2h111, which is the Frobenius characteristic of the S3-action on I3 as shown
in Figure 7. To compute the Frobenius characteristic in the general case we need the
following result.
Lemma 5.3 ([41, Lemma 7.6]). Let σ P Sn be a permutation with k cycles. Then
the number of regions in In fixed by σ is equal to the number of regions in Ik.
We remark here that the statement in Lemma 5.3 differs slightly from that in [41]
as Postnikov-Stanley consider the hyperplane arrangement In projected onto the
hyperplane x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ 0 as their definition of the semiorder arrangement. This
induces a harmless shift in indices and does not affect the mathematical content.
Theorem 5.4. The symmetric function Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q is the Frobenius charac-
teristic of the action of Sn on RegionspInq.
Proof. Our proof uses the fact that the cycle indicator Zn of the Sn-action on
RegionspInq, is also the Frobenius characteristic of the character of this action.
See [55, Section 7.24] for more background on the cycle indicator. In view of
Lemma 5.3, we find that the cycle indicator is given by
Zn “
ÿ
λ$n
rpI`pλqq pλ
zλ
(5.14)
“
nÿ
k“1
rpIkq
ÿ
λ$n
`pλq“k
pλ
zλ
.(5.15)
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Let Z –
ř
ně1 Zn. Then we have that
Z “
ÿ
ně1
nÿ
k“1
rpIkq
ÿ
λ$n
`pλq“k
pλ
zλ
(5.16)
“
ÿ
kě1
rpIkq
k!
ˆÿ
jě1
pj
j
˙k
.(5.17)
Now let H “ řiě0 hi again. Then we have řjě1 pj{j “ logH. Using this in (5.17)
gives
Z “
ÿ
kě1
rpIkq plogHq
k
k!
.(5.18)
We have the expansion
plogHqk
k!
“
ÿ
mě0
p´1qm´k Stirpm, kq pH ´ 1q
m
m!
(5.19)
where p´1qm´k Stirpm, kq is the signed Stirling number of the first kind [36, A008275]
enumerating permutations in Sm having exactly k cycles in their cycle factorization.
Using this equality, we can rephrase (5.18) as
Z “
ÿ
kě1
rpIkq
ÿ
mě0
p´1qm´k Stirpm, kq pH ´ 1q
m
m!
(5.20)
“
ÿ
mě1
pH ´ 1qm
m!
mÿ
k“1
p´1qm´k rpIkq Stirpm, kq,(5.21)
where, in changing the order of summation, we have used the fact that Stirp0, kq “ 0
for k ě 1. By [57, Theorem 2.3], the following equality holdsÿ
mě1
rpImq x
m
m!
“ Cp1´ e´xq.(5.22)
Recall (5.6) states that Mpex´1q “ Cp1´e´xq, and hence the left hand side of (5.22)
also equals Mpex ´ 1q. This implies that
m!Motm “
mÿ
k“1
p´1qm´k rpIkq Stirpm, kq.(5.23)
Substituting (5.23) into (5.21), we conclude that
Z “
ÿ
mě1
Motm pH ´ 1qm “ Gpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q.(5.24)
The second equality in (5.24) follows from (5.10). Then (5.24) implies that the cycle
indicator Zn is equal to Gnpx; 1, ζ´16 , 1, ζ6q, which completes the proof. 
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We conclude this subsection with a generalization of Theorem 5.4. Given a positive
integer p, define the p-semiorder arrangement In,p to be the hyperplane arrangement
in Rn defined by the hyperplanes xi ´ xj “ ˘1,˘2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,˘p for 1 ď i ă j ď n.
As before, the symmetric group Sn acts on RegionspIn,pq and one can ask about
the corresponding Frobenius characteristic. We provide a brief description of its
computation next, omitting details.
Let Cppxq “ řně1 Catn,p xn denote the generating function for the Fuss-Catalan
numbers Catn,p :“ 1pn`1
`pp`1qn
n
˘
. Let T pn be the set of rooted plane pp ` 1q-ary trees
T such that each node of T has at most one ith child for each 1 ď i ď p ` 1. Then
Catn,p is the cardinality of the set T pn . Let Motn,p denote the cardinality of the set
LT pn consisting of rooted plane pp` 1q-ary trees on n nodes such that every internal
node which has a pp` 1qth child also has at least one other child.
Let Mppxq– řMotn,p xn. As was the case earlier, we have that
Mp
ˆ
x
1´ x
˙
“ Cppxq,(5.25)
which implies Mppex ´ 1q “ Cpp1´ e´xq.
Crucially for us, Lemma 5.3 continues to hold for In,p as well. Thus, we can repeat
the cycle indicator computation of Theorem 5.4. We only need the relation analogous
to (5.22). Indeed, by [57, Theorem 2.3], we have thatÿ
mě1
rpIm,pq x
m
m!
“ Cpp1´ e´xq.(5.26)
In arriving at the above equality we have used the fact that the number of regions
in the p-Catalan arrangement defined by the hyperplanes xi ´ xj “ 0,˘1, . . . ,˘p
for 1 ď i ă j ď n is given by Catn,p (see [57, Section 2] or [1, Section 5]). Thus, we
obtain the following theorem whose p “ 1 case is Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.5. For p ě 1, the Frobenius characteristic of the action of Sn on
RegionspIn,pq is given by MppH´1q, where H “ řiě0 hi. Additionally, the Frobenius
characteristic expands positively in terms of the Fn,k.
5.2. Linial arrangements and local binary search trees. We turn our attention
to studying the Linial arrangement Ln and defining an Sn-action on its regions.
Observe that, unlike in the case of the semiorder arrangement, the symmetric group
Sn does not stabilize the set of hyperplanes defining Ln. Hence it is not immediate
how to construct an Sn-action on RegionspLnq. Another well-studied arrangement
with the property that the set consisting of its defining hyperplanes is not stable
under the Sn-action is the Shi arrangement Sn. In spite of this limitation, one
can define an Sn-action on RegionspSnq by using one of the many ways to index
its regions by parking functions of length n, and then using the natural Sn-action
on them. Drawing inspiration from this, we use certain labeled trees that we call
Bernardi trees instead of parking functions to index regions of Ln, and then construct
a natural Sn-action on Bernardi trees to derive one on RegionspLnq. First, we need
to understand how the symmetric function Gn relates to RegionspLnq.
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The problem of enumerating rpLnq was first considered by Postnikov [40], inspired
by a question of Linial and Ravid. He showed that rpLnq equals the number of
intransitive trees and gave a bijection between intransitive trees and local binary
search trees. It is the latter that carries a description in terms of ascents and descents
in labeled trees.
Consider the case where λ “ ρ “ 0. In the setting of the introduction, this
corresponds to considering labeled trees that only have left ascents and right ascents.
We refer to such trees as local binary search trees (henceforth LBS trees). See Figure 9
for an example of a local binary search tree on 9 nodes. We construct another subset
of T `n that is equinumerous with standard LBS trees on n nodes and use it to define
an Sn-action on RegionspLnq. It is worth emphasizing that the same subset of trees
has been considered by Bernardi [7] to solve the long-standing problem of finding a
bijection between Linial regions and standard LBS trees.
4
3
33
2
1
6
6
2
Figure 9. An example of a local binary search (LBS) tree on 9 nodes.
By writing Gn as a sum of the Gn,ν where ν runs over all possible canopies of
length n´ 1 and using Theorem 1.6, we have
Gnpx; λ¯, 0, ρ¯, 0q “
ÿ
pi˚“B1{...{Bk
λ¯saUppi
˚qρ¯ saDppi
˚qpλ¯ρ¯qjappi˚qrcpB1q . . . rcpBkq(5.27)
“
ÿ
pi˚“B1{...{Bk
λ¯saUppi
˚qρ¯ saDppi
˚qpλ¯ρ¯qjappi˚qhp|B1|,...,|Bk|q(5.28)
where the sum runs over all augmented nested partitions pi˚ on n nodes such that
all nodes are unmarked. The second equality comes from the fact that, for a block
Bi in pi
˚, since all steppers and jumpers are marked, then rcpBiq “ rpmiq “ hmi where
mi “ |Bi|.
Next, we use a bijection between the set of augmented nested partitions on n
nodes such that all nodes are unmarked and the set Tn in order to get an expansion
in terms of binary trees. Given an augmented nested partition pi˚ on n nodes such
that all nodes are unmarked, delete all short arcs in pi˚ which are labeled with a U ,
and then remove all U and D labels. This provides a bijection between these objects
and NCpnq. Then compose this bijection with the inverse of Edelman’s bijection
from NCpnq to Tn. See Figure 10 for an example of an augmented nested partition
on 8 nodes with all nodes unmarked, together with its image under the composition
of these bijections.
Following these bijections, if pi˚ “ B1{ . . . {Bk is an augmented nested partition on
n nodes such that all nodes are unmarked, and if T P Tn is the corresponding binary
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v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v7 v8v6
U
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v7 v8v6
v1
v2
v3
v8
v7 v4
v6 v5
Figure 10. An example of an augmented nested partition on 8 nodes
with all nodes unmarked, and its corresponding elements of NCp8q and
T8.
tree under the composition of these two bijections, then we see that saDppi˚q `
jappi˚q “ rpT q, saUppi˚q ` jappi˚q “ `pT q, and cpT q “ p|B1|, . . . , |Bk|q. Hence, we
obtain the following expansion,
Gnpx; λ¯, 0, ρ¯, 0q “
ÿ
TPTn
λ¯`pT qρ¯ rpT qhcpT q,(5.29)
where `pT q and rpT q denote the number of right edges and left edges in T , respec-
tively. Since `pT q ` rpT q “ n ´ 1 for any T P Tn, we set λ¯ “ 1 and ρ¯ equal
to an indeterminate q. In order to give a representation-theoretic interpretation of
Gnpx; λ¯, 0, ρ¯, 0q, it suffices to find a Sn-module whose graded Frobenius characteristic
is Gnpx; 1, 0, q, 0q, which we give next.
A Bernardi tree is a standard labeled binary tree satisfying the condition that every
internal node has a label that is greater than the label of its right child provided it
exists, otherwise it is greater than the label of its left child. Let T Bn denote the set of
Bernardi trees on n nodes. It can be checked that the image of the homomorphism ex
applied to the right-hand side of (5.29) is a generating function enumerating Bernardi
trees by the number of left and right edges. Since Gnpx; λ¯, 0, ρ¯, 0q is the generating
function corresponding to LBS trees on n nodes, applying ex to the left-hand side of
(5.29) establishes that the number of standard LBS trees on n nodes is equal to the
cardinality of T Bn . Figure 11 shows all trees in T B3 .
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Figure 11. The Bernardi trees on 3 nodes.
Remark 5.6. For the reason behind the name Bernardi trees, we refer the reader
to [7, Example 1.1] where Bernardi gives a bijection between T Bn and RegionspLnq.
In the notation of [7], the bijection associates to T P T Bn the region of Ln defined
by the inequalities xi ´ xj ă 1 where 1 ď i ă j ď n and either driftpiq ď driftpjq
or driftpiq “ driftpjq ` 1 and i ăp j. Here, driftpvq is the number of ancestors of v
(including v) that are right children. Figure 12 shows the regions of L3 indexed by
the corresponding Bernardi trees according to this bijection.
3
2
1
3
2
1
2
3 1
3
2 1
3
2
13
1 2
1
2
3
x1
x2 x3
x1 − x2 = 1 x1 − x3 = 1
x2 − x3 = 1
Figure 12. Regions of L3 indexed by trees in T B3 .
For T P T Bn , let v1 ăp ¨ ¨ ¨ ăp vn be the nodes of T in preorder. Among these
nodes, let vi1 ăp ¨ ¨ ¨ ăp vik be all the terminal nodes and set i0 :“ 1. Observe that
the preorder reading word prepT q “ v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`n can be factorized as W1 ¨ ¨ ¨Wk, where
for j ě 1 we have
Wj “ v`ij´1`1v`ij´1`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`ij´1v`ij ,(5.30)
Given the definition of T Bn , we know that each Wj is strictly decreasing when read
from left to right. For the tree T P T B9 in Figure 13 on the left, the shaded regions
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give us the words W1 “ 731, W2 “ 86, W3 “ 952 and W4 “ 4 and their concatenation
gives us prepT q “ 731 86 952 4.
The factorization of prepT q as W “ W1 ¨ ¨ ¨Wk as described earlier allows us to
define an obvious Sn-action on T Bn as follows. Given σ P Sn, define rσpWiq to be the
word obtained by replacing every letter in Wi by its image under σ, and then sorting
the resulting word so that it is strictly decreasing when read from left to right. Now
define rσpW q to be rσpW1q ¨ ¨ ¨ rσpWkq, and let σpT q be the unique labeled tree such
that shpσpT qq “ shpT q and prepσpT qq “ rσpW q. It is easily checked that σpT q P T Bn
and that the above description gives an Sn-action on T Bn .
In Figure 13, for the tree T on the left, we have σpT q on the right where σ “ p38q
in cycle notation. Note that for the instance under discussion, we have rσpW q “
871 63 952 4. Thus, σpT q is the unique tree whose preorder reading word is 871639524
and whose underlying shape is that of T . Had we chosen σ “ p37q, then σpT q would
be T itself.
7
9
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1
Figure 13. On the left, a tree T P T B9 . On the right, σpT q where
σ “ p38q P S9.
Let CT Bn denote the Sn-module whose underlying vector space is generated by
formal linear combinations of trees in T Bn . Denote by T Bn,k the set of Bernardi trees
with exactly k right edges. Let CT Bn,k Ď CT Bn be the Sn-submodule spanned by
Bernardi trees in T Bn,k. We have the following equality of Sn-modules
CT Bn “
n´1à
k“0
CT Bn,k.(5.31)
Thus, we can think of CT Bn as being graded by the number of right edges.
Theorem 5.7. The graded Frobenius characteristic of the Sn-module CT Bn is given
by
Gnpx; 1, 0, q, 0q “
ÿ
TPTn
qrpT qhcpT q,(5.32)
where cpT q denotes the composition type of T defined in Subsection 2.3. Using
Bernardi’s bijection between T Bn and RegionspLnq, our Sn-action lifts to an action
on RegionspLnq whose graded Frobenius characteristic is also Gnpx; 1, 0, q, 0q.
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Proof. Observe that the identity (5.32) follows from (5.29). Therefore, it suffices
to prove that the Frobenius characteristic of CT Bn,k is the qk coefficient of the right-
hand side of (5.32). Given α ( n of length m, let Sα – Sα1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sαm be the
corresponding Young subgroup of Sn. It is well-known (see, e.g. [45]) that hα is the
Frobenius characteristic of 1 ÒSnSα , the trivial Sα-module induced up to Sn.
Given an unlabeled tree T P Tn, then the Bernardi trees T 1 P T Bn,k such that
shpT 1q “ T span a Sn-submodule of CT Bn,k isomorphic to 1 ÒSnScpT q . Hence, we have
an isomorphism of Sn-modules,
CT Bn,k –
à
TPTn
k right edges
1 ÒSnScpT q .(5.33)
The proof is then completed by using the fact that the Frobenius characteristic of a
direct sum of submodules is the sum of the Frobenius characteristics. 
Observe that by applying the homomorphism ex toGnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q, we can compute
the cardinality of T Bn . This gives another formula for rpLnq, which is not in any way
more concise than the known formula and hence is omitted.
In fact, we can recover Postnikov’s formula [40] for rpLnq by computing the char-
acter of our action on Bernardi trees. This requires us to write Gnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q in
terms of power sum symmetric functions. See [55] for definitions and background
pertaining to power sum symmetric functions. We proceed by a generating function
argument involving Lagrange inversion. It would be interesting to establish the same
by a combinatorial argument.
Set q “ 1 for the remainder of this subsection. By Theorem 1.1, we know that
Gpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q satisfies the functional equation
p1`Gpx; 1, 0, 1, 0qq2 “ Hp2`Gpx; 1, 0, 1, 0qq.(5.34)
In order to expand Gpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q in terms of power sum symmetric functions, we
need the following general result.
Theorem 5.8. Let Qptq be a polynomial, let α be an indeterminate, and let F be
the solution of
F “ HpQpF qqα.
For every positive integer k, if we expand F k as
ř
λ cλpλ{zλ then cλ depends only on
`pλq and |λ|.
Proof. For k ą 0, by Lagrange inversion (see, e.g., [20, equation (2.4.4)]) we have
F k “
8ÿ
m“1
k
m
rtm´ksHpQptqqmα.(5.35)
We can write HpQptqqmα as
HpQptqqmα “ exp
ˆ
mα
8ÿ
i“1
pi
i
Qptqi
˙
(5.36)
“
ÿ
λ
pλ
zλ
pmαq`pλqQptq|λ|,(5.37)
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where the sum in (5.37) is over all partitions λ with |λ| ě 0. Substituting (5.37) into
the right-hand side of (5.35) gives
F k “
8ÿ
m“1
k
m
rtm´ks
ÿ
λ
pλ
zλ
pmαq`pλqQptq|λ|(5.38)
“
ÿ
λ
pλ
zλ
α`pλq
8ÿ
m“1
km`pλq´1rtm´ksQptq|λ|,(5.39)
and the theorem follows. 
Using Theorem 5.8, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.9. We have
Gnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q “
ÿ
λ$n
cλpλ{zλ,
where
cλ “ 1
2`pλq
n`1ÿ
m“1
m`pλq´1
ˆ
n
m´ 1
˙
.(5.40)
Proof. Let F – 1`Gpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q. From (5.34) we know that
F “ pHp1` F qq1{2.(5.41)
Using α “ 1{2, k “ 1, and Qptq “ 1` t in Theorem 5.8, then (5.39) gives
F “
ÿ
λ
pλ
2`pλqzλ
8ÿ
m“1
m`pλq´1rtm´1sp1` tq|λ|,(5.42)
For each λ $ n with n ě 1, the coefficient cλ of pλ{zλ in Gnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q is equal to
the coefficient of pλ{zλ in F . Therefore, we have
cλ “ 1
2`pλq
n`1ÿ
m“1
m`pλq´1
ˆ
n
m´ 1
˙
.(5.43)

As a corollary of Theorem 5.9, we obtain the following generalization of Postnikov’s
formula for rpLnq [40]. The reader is invited to compare it with the statement of
Lemma 5.3.
Corollary 5.10. Given a permutation σ P Sn with k cycles, the number of Bernardi
trees fixed by σ equals
1
2k
n`1ÿ
m“1
mk´1
ˆ
n
m´ 1
˙
.
Observe that Postnikov’s formula is obtained by setting k “ n in Corollary 5.10.
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Remark 5.11. Given the similarity of Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.10, the reader
may wonder if Gnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q expands as a positive integer linear combination of
the Frobenius characteristics of Foulkes characters. This is not the case. Indeed,
G3px; 1, 0, 1, 0q serves as a counterexample.
We conclude this subsection with a curious relation between Gnpx; 1, 0, 1, 0q and
certain symmetric functions that arise as special cases of Jack symmetric functions
when one sets the Jack parameter α “ 2. Following Macdonald [31, Page 407,
Equation 2.20], consider the symmetric function gm defined by
gm “
ÿ
λ$m
pλ
2`pλqzλ
.(5.44)
The key property of gm for our purposes is expressed in the following relation
Hpyq 12 “
ź
iě1
p1´ xiyq´ 12 “
ÿ
mě0
gmy
m.(5.45)
Instead of solving (5.34) using Lagrange inversion, one may alternative proceed by
‘taking square roots’ on both sides and then rewrite the resulting functional equation
in terms of the gm. Thus, the functional equation (5.34) translates to
1`G “
ÿ
mě0
gmp2`Gqm.(5.46)
One can solve this functional equation in terms of Dyck paths, similar to the case
of the h-expansion of the parking function representation. We keep our exposition
brief.
For λ “ pλ1, . . . , λkq, set gλ :“ gλ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gλk . For n ě 1, let Dn be the set of Dyck
paths, which are lattice paths that start at p0, 0q, end at pn, nq, take North and East
steps, and stay weakly above the diagonal y “ x. Given D P Dn, let λpDq be the
partition of n obtained by sorting the lengths of the vertical runs of D in decreasing
order. Recall that a vertical run in a Dyck path is any maximal contiguous sequence
of North steps in a Dyck path. Let peakpDq denote the number of peaks in D.
Solving (5.46) for Gn yields the expansion
Gn “
ÿ
DPDn
2n`1´peakpDqgλpDq.(5.47)
Stanley (see [51, Equation 10] and [51, Proposition 2.4]) describes the expansion of
gµ in terms of Jack symmetric functions Jλ at α “ 2 (also called zonal symmetric
functions). Note that Stanley uses scaled versions of our gµ, which he denotes by
Jµ. Thus, we may expand Gn in terms of zonal symmetric functions. Since we
already know by Theorem 5.7 that Gn is h-positive, we arrive indirectly upon a
curious combination of zonal symmetric functions that is h-positive.
We conclude this section by mentioning that Frobenius characteristics of Sn-
actions on the Shi arrangement and the braid arrangement can also be interpreted
in terms of specializations of Gnpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq. Since both these cases are quite well-
studied, we postpone our discussion on them to Section 9.
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6. Local binary search trees and γ-nonnegativity
Theorem 1.6 implies that Gn can be written in terms of ribbon Schur functions
with coefficients in Nrλ¯` ρ¯, λ¯ρ¯, λ`ρ, λρs. Suppose that Gnpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “ řα(n cαrα
where the cα belong to Nrλ¯` ρ¯, λ¯ρ¯, λ`ρ, λρs. Applying the homomorphism ex yields
Bnpλ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “
ÿ
α(n
cα|tpi P Sn | Desppiq “ setpαqu|.(6.1)
Note that the functional equation for B in (1.2) does not immediately imply an
expansion of the form in (6.1). We use this expansion to turn our discussion to
another notion of importance both in algebraic combinatorics and discrete geometry,
that of γ-nonnegativity.
We say that a polynomial P ptq of degree n ě 0 is γ-nonnegative if it has an
expansion of the form
P ptq “
tn
2
uÿ
j“0
γn,jt
jp1` tqn´2j,(6.2)
where γn,j ě 0. We refer the reader to [39, Chapter 4] for a book exposition and [4]
for a detailed exhaustive survey on γ-nonnegativity. For another recent survey on
the relevance and prevalence of γ-nonnegativity and real-rootedness of polynomials
arising naturally in combinatorics, the reader is referred to [8]. Our focus here is
the connection between intransitive trees of Postnikov [40] and regions of Linial
arrangements.
Following Postnikov [40], an intransitive tree on n nodes is a tree whose nodes are
labeled with distinct positive integers from rns such that the label of a node is either
greater than labels of its neighbors, in which case we call it a right vertex , or is less
than the labels of its neighbors, in which case we call it a left vertex . Note that the
trees considered by Postnikov are neither plane nor rooted, and they do not have to
be binary. We refer the reader to [40] for further details on the terminology. Let
fnptq – řkě1 fnktk where fnk is the number of intransitive trees on rn ` 1s with k
right vertices. Consider the generating function
F pt, xq “
ÿ
ně0
fnptqx
n
n!
.(6.3)
By [40, Theorem 3], we have that F – F pt, xq satisfies the functional equation
F pF ` t´ 1q “ texpF`tq.(6.4)
We note that in Postnikov’s statement of the above functional equation, the roles
of x and t are switched. Consider the functional equation satisfied by rB – 1 `
ρ¯Bpx; 1, 0, ρ¯, 0q. From (1.2), it can be seen thatrBp rB ` ρ¯´ 1q “ ρ¯exp rB`ρ¯q.(6.5)
By comparing (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. For n ě 1, the number of intransitive trees on rn`1s with k right
vertices equals the number of standard LBS trees on rns with k ´ 1 right edges.
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Setting λ¯ “ 1, λ “ 0, ρ¯ “ t, and ρ “ 0 in Theorem 1.4, we have
Gnpx; 1, 0, t, 0q “
ÿ
LBS TPT `n
trpT qxT “
ÿ
pi“B1{...{Bk
tjappiqpt` 1qsappiqhp|B1|,...,|Bk|q,(6.6)
where the last sum is over pi P mNCpnq such that all nodes are unmarked. Hence, it
is a sum over all nested noncrossing partitions on n nodes. Applying the homomor-
phism ex to the second and third expressions in (6.6), we obtainÿ
TPT `n
standard LBS
trpT q “
ÿ
pi“B1{...{Bk
nested on rns
tjappiqp1` tqsappiq
ˆ
n
|B1|, . . . , |Bk|
˙
,(6.7)
where
`
n
m1,...,mk
˘ “ n!
m1!¨¨¨mk! for a composition pm1, . . . ,mkq ( n. Thus, we have estab-
lished that the distribution of right edges over standard LBS trees is γ-nonnegative.
In fact, we can obtain an explicit combinatorial description for the coefficients
in the γ-nonnegative expansion. For 0 ď j ď n´1
2
, let γn,j denote the number of
left-leaning Bernardi trees on n nodes such that exactly j nodes have two children.
Using Edelman’s bijection between NCpnq and Tn, one can show that (6.7) impliesÿ
TPT `n
standard LBS
trpT q “
ÿ
0ďjďn´1
2
γn,jt
jp1` tqn´1´2j.(6.8)
Combining this with Proposition 6.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. For n ě 1, the distribution of right edges over the set of standard
LBS trees on n nodes is γ-nonnegative. Equivalently, the polynomials fnptq in (6.3)
considered by Postnikov are γ-nonnegative. As a corollary, we have that the sequence
of coefficients of fnptq is unimodal.
In the spirit of the theme in [8], we offer the following stronger conjecture.
Conjecture 6.3. The polynomials fnptq are real-rooted with all roots negative for all
n ě 1. In particular, the coefficients of fnptq form a log-concave sequence.
7. A bijective proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, after setting up the necessary notation, we present a bijective proof
of Theorem 1.3. We begin by restating the identity that we seek to establish for the
convenience of the reader,
(7.1) G “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα.
Since our proof is intricate, we present a broad outline of this section.
(1) We first interpret the right-hand side of (7.1) as the multivariate generating
function of the set of alternating sequences of labeled trees and lattice paths.
This is accomplished in Lemma 7.1.
(2) We then discuss in detail the case of labeled trees that contribute to G3,ν for
all possible canopies ν P tUU,UD,DD,DUu. To each standard labeled tree
on 3 nodes we associate an alternating sequences of labeled trees and lattice
paths.
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(3) The insight gained from understanding the n “ 3 case leads us to the crucial
notions of distinguished triples, life-sustaining nodes, and prunable nodes in
Subsection 7.1.
(4) The prunable nodes in a labeled tree determine a particular partition of the
nodes of the tree, which in turn determines an alternating sequence of labeled
trees and lattice paths. In Subsection 7.3, we show that this correspondence
is in fact a weight-preserving bijection between the set of labeled binary trees
and the set of alternating sequences of labeled trees and lattice paths.
(5) Finally, in Section 8, we use this weight-preserving bijection to prove Theo-
rem 1.5. The notions of (augmented and marked) nested partitions defined
in Section 4 can be seen to arise naturally from our act of dismantling a tree
into an alternating sequence of labeled trees and lattice paths.
A lattice path is a sequence ν “ pν1, . . . , νkq of points in the plane starting at
ν1 “ p0, 0q such that νi`1 is either νi ` p1, 1q or νi ` p1,´1q. We identify the lattice
path ν with its corresponding path graph where points are nodes and for each i ă k,
we have an edge joining νi and νi`1. Let startpνq – ν1 and endpνq – νk. If
νi`1 “ νi`p1, 1q, we say that the edge between νi and νi`1 is an up step in the path,
and denote it by U . Otherwise, if νi`1 “ νi ` p1,´1q, we say that the edge between
the nodes is a down step in the path and denote it by D. A lattice path consisting
of k nodes is said to be of length k ´ 1. Let wν be the length k ´ 1 word on the
alphabet tU,Du recording the up and down steps of ν from left to right.
Given a positive integer k, a labeled lattice path of length k ´ 1 is the data of a
lattice path ν of length k´ 1 and a labeling of the nodes of ν with positive integers.
If ν1, . . . , νk are the nodes of ν, we let ν
`
i denote the label of νi. If ν is a labeled
lattice path, its inorder reading word inpνq is defined to be ν`1ν`2 . . . ν`k.
To the edge joining the labeled nodes νi and νi`1 in ν, we associate an edge weight
based on its orientation as indicated in Figure 14. Precisely, if νiνi`1 form a U step,
then the edge is assigned the weight λ¯ if ν`i ď ν`i`1, or the weight λ if ν`i ą ν`i`1. On
the other hand, if νiνi`1 form a D step, then the edge is assigned the weight ρ¯ if
ν`i ď ν`i`1, or the weight ρ if ν`i ą ν`i`1. Note that the barred parameters λ¯ and ρ¯
correspond to weak inequalities, while the unbarred parameters λ and ρ correspond
to strict inequalities.
ν`i+1
ν`i
ρ¯ ρλ¯ λ
ν`i
ν`i ν
`
iν
`
i+1
ν`i+1 ν
`
i+1
Figure 14. Determining the weight of a labeled edge.
We define the weight of the labeled lattice path ν to be the product of the weights
on its edges, and denote it by wtpνq. Observe that the weights in Figure 14 are
consistent with the weights assigned to the edges of a labeled tree based on their
orientation. Thus, if we defined the weight of a labeled tree to be the product of the
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weights along its edges according to the rules in Figure 14, then this new weight in
fact coincides with the one in Section 2.4.
We define a path-tree sequence to be an alternating sequence
S “ pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq(7.2)
of labeled lattice paths νphq and labeled trees Th, with m ě 0, such that the sequence
starts and ends with a lattice path. We define the inorder reading word of S, denoted
by inpSq, to be the concatenation of the inorder reading words of the labeled lattice
paths and labeled trees in the order in which they appear in S from left to right,
inpSq– inpνp0qq inpT1q inpνp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ inpνpm´1qq inpTmq inpνpmqq,(7.3)
where the ellipsis here denotes that the concatenation continues. Define a monomial
xS associated to S by
xS – xinpSq “ xinpνp0qq
mź
h“1
xTh xinpνphqq.(7.4)
Let the weight of S be
(7.5) wtpSq– wtpνp0qq
mź
h“1
γh wtpThqwtpνphqq,
where for each 1 ď h ď m,
γh –
#
λ¯ρ¯ if endpνph´1qq` ď startpνphqq`,
λρ if endpνph´1qq` ą startpνphqq`.(7.6)
We define the canopy of S to be the word on tU,Du given by the concatenation
canpSq “ wνp0q D canpT1qU wνp1q ¨ ¨ ¨wνpm´1qD canpTmqU wνpmq .(7.7)
Given ν a word on tU,Du of length n ´ 1, let PT `n,ν be the set of all path-tree
sequences with canopy ν. See Figure 15 for a path-tree sequence S with inpSq “
314275434222, xS “ x1x42x23x34x5x7, wtpSq “ pρρ¯qpλ¯ρ¯qpλρ¯qpλqpλρqpλρ¯qp1q “ λ¯λ4ρ¯4ρ2
and canpSq “ DDDDUUUDUDU .
3
1
4
, ,
4
3
, , 2
2
5
7
4
2
2
Figure 15. A path-tree sequence S.
We denote the set of all path-tree sequences of any finite length by PT `. Recall
that by our convention, the ` in this notation refers to the fact that all path-tree
sequences have labeled nodes. The weighted generating function of PT ` is equal to
the right-hand side of the equation in Theorem 1.3 by the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.1. We have thatÿ
SPPT `
wtpSq xS “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα.(7.8)
Proof. By the definition of rα in (2.1), we can rewrite the right-hand side of (7.8) asÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα(7.9)
“
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
wPPn
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qascpwqpλρG` λ` ρqdespwq xw.(7.10)
For w P Pn, consider the summand
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qascpwqpλρG` λ` ρqdespwq xw,(7.11)
which can be rewritten as
»– ź
iPAscpwq
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯q
ź
jPDespwq
pλρG` λ` ρq
fifl xw “ ÿ
pA1,...,An´1q
A1 . . . An´1 xw,
(7.12)
where the sum in the right-hand side of (7.12) is over all tuples pA1, . . . , An´1q such
that
Ai P
#
tλ¯ρ¯wtpT q xT |T P T `u Y tλ¯, ρ¯u if i P Ascpwq,
tλρwtpT q xT |T P T `u Y tλ, ρu if i P Despwq.(7.13)
For each w P Pn, define a function fw from the collection of tuples pA1, . . . , An´1q
satisfying (7.13) to PT ` as follows. First, define a sequence on tU,Du Y T ` by
replacing each λ¯ρ¯wtpT q xT and λρwtpT q xT with T in pA1, . . . , An´1q and then re-
placing each remaining λ¯ and λ with a U and each remaining ρ¯ and ρ with a D. Then
replace each maximum consecutive subsequence of Us and Ds with its correspond-
ing lattice path. If two trees appear consecutively in the sequence, then we insert a
lattice path consisting of a single node between the two trees in the sequence. If the
sequence begins with a tree, we insert a lattice path consisting of a single node at
the beginning of the sequence. Likewise, if the sequence ends with a tree, we insert
a lattice path consisting of a single node at the end of the sequence. Observe that
the total number of nodes in the disjoint union νp0q \ νp1q \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ νpmq is n. Finally,
label the nodes of the lattice paths we have just constructed from left to right with
the letters in w to obtain a path-tree sequence
S “ pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq PPT `(7.14)
with
inpνp0qq inpνp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ inpνpmqq “ w.(7.15)
Observe that
wtpSq xS “ A1 . . . An´1 xw.(7.16)
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For example, in the case when w “ 314432, one possible tuple is
pA1, A2, A3, A4, A5q “ pρ, ρ¯, λ¯ρ¯wtpT1q xT1 , λ, λρwtpT2q xT2q,(7.17)
for some labeled trees T1 and T2. Then fwpA1, . . . , A5q “
3
1
4
, ,T1
4
3
, T2 , 2
,
which is an element of PT `.
The map fw is a bijection onto the subset of PT
` of alternating sequences S “
pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq which satisfy (7.15). Indeed, given a sequence S “
pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq PPT `, we can recover w by reading off the labels
of the lattice paths in S from left to right. Furthermore, the tuple pA1, . . . , An´1q
can be recovered by recording the weights of the edges of the lattice paths together
with γhwtpThqxTh in the order in which the edges and trees appear in S. Therefore,ÿ
SPPT `
wtpSq xS “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
wPPn
ÿ
pA1,...,An´1q
A1 . . . An´1 xw(7.18)
“
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα,(7.19)
where the inner sum in the right side of (7.18) is the right-hand side of (7.12). 
By Lemma 7.1, in order to prove Theorem 1.3 it suffices to show that
G “
ÿ
SPPT `
wtpSq xS.(7.20)
Before we proceed to prove this identity, we first verify that G3 is equal to the degree
3 homogeneous component of the right-hand side of (7.20). This example will give
us insight into how to prove the identity and will motivate many of the ideas in the
rest of this section.
Example 7.2. Recall from (1.14) that for ν a word on tU,Du of length n ´ 1, we
have Gn,ν is the weighted generating function summing over trees with canopy ν.
We have that
G3 “ G3,UU `G3,DD `G3,UD `G3,DU .
Recall from (7.7) the definition of the canopy of a path-tree sequence. We show that
for each canopy ν, we have that
G3,ν “
ÿ
SPPT `3,ν
wtpSq xS.(7.21)
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In the case ν “ UU , it is not hard to verify that
G3,UU “ λ¯2rp3q ` λ¯λrp2,1q ` λλ¯rp1,2q ` λ2rp1,1,1q(7.22)
“
ÿ
SPPT `3,UU
wtpSq xS.(7.23)
Indeed, the path-tree sequences S with canpSq “ UU are those consisting of a single
lattice path whose steps are given by UU . On the other hand, the only binary tree
T with canpT q “ UU is a path graph starting from the root and going down and to
the left. Therefore, we can define a bijection Φ3,UU : T `3,UU ÑPT `3,UU which simply
converts the two left edges of T into U steps in a lattice path. Furthermore, the map
Φ3,UU preserves weight, meaning that wtpT q “ wtpΦ3,UUpT qq. Similar statements
hold with UU replaced by UD and DD.
In the case ν “ DU , there is no obvious way to convert a labeled tree T with
canpT q “ DU into a labeled path with steps DU while preserving weight. Recall
from Subsection 2.4 that the weight of a labeled tree T is the same as the weight of
its inorder standardization. Let us partition the set of labeled trees T with canopy
DU according to their inorder standardization stdpT q. The 12 possibilities for stdpT q
are listed in Figure 16.
3
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λ
ρ
3
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1
λ
ρ
1
2
3
λ
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2
3
1
1
3
2
2
1
3
λ
ρ
3
1
2
ρ
1
2
3
λ
ρ
3
2
1
1
3
2
λ
2
3
1
ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ
λ λ
λ λ λ
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
#7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12
Figure 16. The 12 possibilities for stdpT q for T with canpT q “ DU .
One can verify that if we restrict G3 to summing over labelings of the trees in the
first row of Figure 16, the resulting multivariate formal power series is quasisymmetric
but not symmetric. Therefore, if we wish to expand G3 in terms of ribbon Schur
functions, we must group terms corresponding to labeled trees in the first row of
Figure 16 with terms corresponding to labeled trees in the second row of Figure 16.
It remains to show that (7.21) holds for ν “ DU . Observe that if S has canopy
DU , then either S “ pνp0qq where wνp0q “ DU , or S “ pνp0q, T1, νp1qq where νp0q,
T1 and ν
p1q each consist of a single node. Define the inorder standardization of a
path-tree sequence S, denoted by stdpSq to be the unique path-tree sequence whose
underlying unlabeled paths and trees are the same as those of S, and whose inorder
reading word is stdpinpSqq. Figure 17 lists the possible standardizations of the path-
tree sequences with canopy DU .
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Figure 17. The 12 possible standardizations of the path-tree se-
quences with canopy DU .
Our goal is to find a bijection Φ3,DU between the 12 labeled trees T whose inorder
standardization is listed in Figure 16 and the 12 path-tree sequences S whose inorder
standardization is listed in Figure 17. We would also like to construct the map so
that Φ3,DU preserves weight and inorder reading word. See Figure 18 for a summary
of the map Φ3,DU we defined on standard trees with canopy DU . The reader is
encouraged to verify that this map preserves weight and inorder reading word using
Figure 18.
Observe that for some trees the image is uniquely determined by the weight and
inorder reading word requirements, while for other trees, there was some choice for
the image. For example, looking at tree #2 in Figure 16, we see that its inorder
reading word is 132 and its weight is λ¯ρ¯. In order to preserve both its inorder
reading word and weight, Φ3,DU must map it to path-tree sequence #8 in Figure 17.
On the other hand, both trees #1 and #7 have inorder reading word 123 and weight
λ¯ρ¯. Similarly, both path-tree sequences #1 and #7 have inorder reading word 123
and weight λ¯ρ¯. We make the arbitrary choice to map tree #1 to path-tree sequence
#1 and tree #7 to path-tree sequence #7.
We extend the definition of Φ3,DU to a map Φ3,DU : T `3,DU Ñ PT `3,DU as follows.
Given T P T `3,DU , suppose that stdpT q maps to the path-tree sequence S in Fig-
ure 18. Then define Φ3,DUpT q to be the unique path-tree sequence whose underlying
unlabeled paths and trees are the same as those in S, such that the inorder reading
word is inpT q. Therefore, Φ3,DU is a bijection which preserves weight, inorder reading
word, and canopy. Then we have
G3,DU “
ÿ
TPT `3,DU
wtpT q xT(7.24)
“
ÿ
TPT `3,DU
wtpΦ3,DUpT qq xΦ3,DU pT q(7.25)
“
ÿ
SPPT `3,DU
wtpSq xS,(7.26)
so (7.21) holds for ν “ DU .
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Figure 18. A summary of the map Φ3,DU defined on standard trees.
We make one more observation from this example. Let T be a tree whose inorder
standardization is a tree listed in either the second or fourth row of Figure 18. Let
v2 be the second node of T in inorder, which is the lowest node drawn in each of
the trees in these rows. We can think of the map Φ3,DU as “pruning” off v2 from T
and mapping T to pv1, v2, v3q, where we think of v2 as a single node tree sandwiched
between v1 and v3.
The outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is organized as follows. In Subsection 7.1,
we define the notion of a “prunable node” in a tree and show that we can identify
the weights of a corresponding set of edges in the tree. In Subsection 7.3, we use the
antichain of maximal prunable nodes in a labeled tree to partition the node set of a
labeled tree. We then use this partition to define a map Φn,ν : T `n,ν ÑPT `n,ν which
generalizes the map Φ3,DU in Example 7.2. Finally, we use Φn,ν to prove the identity
G “
ÿ
SPPT `
wtpSq xS
from (7.20), completing the proof of Theorem 1.3.
7.1. Distinguished triples and prunable nodes. Throughout this section, let us
fix a labeled tree T P T `n . Let the nodes of T be v1, v2, . . . , vn listed in inorder, as
in Figure 1. After setting up some notation, we identify a special subset of nodes of
T as “prunable”. This set of nodes will allow us to give a simple description of the
weights of a corresponding set of edges in T .
Let the roof of T be the set of nodes of T which can be reached from the root by
either traversing only left edges or only traversing right edges. Let the set of nodes
which are not in the roof be the attic.
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v1
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v16v14
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v5
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v12
v13
Roof
Attic
vi vj vk
v3˚ v4 v5
v3˚ v5 v7
v5 v6 v7˚
v3˚ v7 v8
v3 v8 v9˚
v1˚0 v11 v14
v11 v12 v1˚4
v12 v13 v1˚4
v1˚0 v14 v15
Figure 19. On the left, a tree T P T16 with its roof and attic
highlighted. On the right, a table listing the distinguished triples
pvi, vj, vkq, where in each row the distinguished ancestor of the node vj
is starred.
Definition 7.3. Let vj P NodespT q be a node which is in the attic of T .
‚ If vj is the left child of vk for some k ą j, let i be the greatest index smaller
than j such that vi is an ancestor of vj. Define the distinguished triple cor-
responding to vj to be pvi, vj, vkq, and define the distinguished ancestor of vj
to be vi “ dapvjq.
‚ If vj is the right child of vi for some i ă j, let k be the smallest index greater
than j such that vk is an ancestor of vj. Define the distinguished triple of vj
to be pvi, vj, vkq, and define the distinguished ancestor of vj to be vk “ dapvjq.
We call the unique path from vj to dapvjq, including both vj and dapvjq, the
distinguished path of the node vj. Figure 19 shows a tree T with its roof and attic
highlighted, with a list of the distinguished triples for each vj in the attic of T .
Observe that in each case of Definition 7.3, we have i ă j ă k. Furthermore, vi
has a right edge e, and vk has a left edge f . Further observe that NodespTvjq “tvh | i` 1 ď h ď k ´ 1u, where Tvj is the subtree of T consisting of vj and all of its
descendants.
Next we prove a lemma relating the canopy of T to distinguished ancestors. Recall
from Definition 2.2 that canpT q is the word on tU,Du whose jth letter is a D if and
only if vj has a right child.
Lemma 7.4. Consider a node vj in T for j ď n´ 1. Then the following hold.
(a) Suppose the jth letter of canpT q is a U . Then either vj is the left child of vj`1,
or vj is in the attic and vj`1 “ dapvjq.
(b) Suppose the jth letter of canpT q is a D. Then either vj`1 is the right child of vj,
or vj`1 is in the attic and vj “ dapvj`1q.
Proof. If the jth letter of canpT q is a U , then vj does not have a right child. Therefore,
vj`1 must be an ancestor of vj. In this case, vj cannot be the root, so vj must have a
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parent. If vj is the left child of a node, then vj`1 must be its parent by the definition
of inorder and the fact that vj has no right child. In this case, the condition in
(a) is satisfied, so we can assume that vj is the right child of some node. By the
definition of inorder and the fact that vj`1 is its ancestor, vj must be in the attic.
By Definition 7.3, dapvjq “ vk for the minimal k ą j such that vk is an ancestor of
vj. Since vj`1 is an ancestor of vj, then we have j ` 1 “ k. Hence, vj`1 “ dapvjq.
This concludes the proof of part (a). The proof of part (b) follows similarly. 
The reader may verify the claim in Lemma 7.4 in the case of the tree in Figure 19
whose canopy equals UUDUDUUUDDDDUUD.
Definition 7.5. Given vj in the attic of T , let pvi, vj, vkq be its distinguished triple.
We call the node vj life-sustaining if and only if one of the following criteria holds:
(S1) The node vj is a left child, and
stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t132, 312, 321u.
(S2) The node vj is a right child, and
stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t123, 213, 231u.
If vj is in the attic of T and it is not life-sustaining, we call it prunable.
See Figure 20 for a summary of the six cases where vj is life-sustaining and Fig-
ure 21 for a summary of the six cases where vj is prunable. Observe that if T is a
labeled tree on 3 nodes with canpT q “ DU , then v2 is life-sustaining if and only if the
standardization of T appears in either rows 1 or 3 of Figure 18. These are exactly
the cases where Φ3,DUpT q consists of a single lattice path in Example 7.2. On the
other hand, v2 is prunable if and only if the standardization of T appears in either
rows 2 or 4 of Figure 18. These are exactly the cases where Φ3,DUpT q is a path-tree
sequence of length 3 in Example 7.2.
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1
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1
3
vi
vj
vk = da(vj) vk = da(vj) vk = da(vj)
vj vjvj vj vj
vk
vi = da(vj) vi = da(vj) vi = da(vj)
vi vivk vk
e e e e e e
f f f f f f
Figure 20. The six cases where vj is life-sustaining.
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Figure 21. The six cases where vj is prunable.
Next we prove a lemma which identifies certain edge weights in the tree associated
to life-sustaining nodes. We then use it to prove Lemma 7.7, which identifies products
of edge weight of the form λ¯ρ¯ and λρ. Lemma 7.7 will help explain the appearance
of the γh weights in the definition of the weight of a path-tree sequence (7.5).
Lemma 7.6. Let vj be a node in the attic of T such that all of the nodes in the
distinguished path of vj are life-sustaining nodes of T . Let pvi, vj, vkq be the distin-
guished triple of vj, let e be the right edge of vi, and let f be the left edge of vk. Then
the following hold.
(a) If vj is the left child of vk, then
wtpeq “
#
ρ¯ if v`i ď v`j,
ρ if v`i ą v`j.
(b) If vj is the right child of vi, then
wtpfq “
#
λ¯ if v`j ď v`k,
λ if v`j ą v`k.
Proof. (a) The proof is by case analysis. First, suppose that the distinguished path
of vj consists of only nodes vi, vj and vk. Looking at Figure 20, we see that if
stdpv`iv`jv`kq “ 132, then v`i is weakly smaller than both v`j and v`k. Therefore,
we are in the case where v`i ď v`j, and wtpeq “ wtpvivkq “ ρ¯. On the other
hand, if stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t312, 321u, then v`i is strictly greater than both v`j and v`k.
Therefore, we are in the case where v`i ą v`j, and wtpeq “ wtpvivkq “ ρ.
Now, suppose that the distinguished path of vj consists of more than three
nodes. Since all of the nodes along the distinguished path are life-sustaining,
there are only two cases. Either v`i is weakly smaller than all of the other labels
along the distinguished path, or v`i is strictly greater than all of the other labels
along the distinguished path. In the first case, v`i ď v`j and wtpeq “ ρ¯. In the
second case, v`i ą v`j and wtpeq “ ρ.
(b) A similar case analysis shows that either v`k is weakly greater than all of the
other labels along the distinguished path of vj, or v
`
k is strictly smaller than all
of the other labels along the distinguished path. In the first case, v`j ď v`k and
wtpfq “ λ¯. In the second case, v`j ą v`k and wtpfq “ λ.

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Lemma 7.7. Let vj be a node in the attic of T . Suppose that vj is prunable and
that all other nodes in the distinguished path of vj are life-sustaining. Let pvi, vj, vkq
be the distinguished triple of vj, let e be the right edge of vi, and let f be the left edge
of vk. Then
wtpeqwtpfq “
#
λ¯ρ¯ if v`i ď v`k,
λρ if v`i ą v`k.
(7.27)
Proof. It suffices to show that
wtpeq “
#
ρ¯ if v`i ď v`k,
ρ if v`i ą v`k,
(7.28)
wtpfq “
#
λ¯ if v`i ď v`k,
λ if v`i ą v`k.
(7.29)
First, suppose vj is the left child of vk, and let vi “ dapvjq. If the distinguished path
of vj consists of only the nodes vi, vj and vk, then vk is the right child of vi. Therefore,
e “ vivk, so wtpeq “ wtpvivkq, and (7.28) holds. Otherwise, vk is in the attic of T ,
and vi “ dapvkq. By hypothesis, we know that every node on the distinguished path
of vk is life-sustaining. Therefore, applying Lemma 7.6(a) to the distinguished path
of vk, we have
wtpeq “
#
ρ¯ if v`i ď v`k,
ρ if v`i ą v`k,
which is exactly (7.28).
Since vj is the left child of vk, then (7.29) follows from a case analysis. Indeed,
looking at Figure 21, then v`i ď v`k exactly when stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t213, 123u. In both of
these cases we have that v`j ď v`k, which means exactly that wtpfq “ wtpvjvkq “ λ¯,
so (7.29) holds. On the other hand, v`i ą v`k exactly when stdpv`iv`jv`kq “ 231. In this
case, we have v`j ą v`k, so (7.29) again holds.
This concludes our proof of the lemma in the case when vj is the left child of
vk. The case when vj is the right child of vi follows by a similar application of
Lemma 7.6(b) and a case analysis. 
Lemma 7.8. Consider a node vj in T for j ď n´1. Suppose vj and all its ancestors
of vj are life-sustaining. Then the following hold.
(a) If the jth letter of canpT q is a U , then the left edge of vj`1 has the same weight
and orientation as a U step in a lattice path labeled v`jv
`
j`1.
(b) If the jth letter of canpT q is a D, then the right edge of vj has the same weight
and orientation as a D step in a lattice path labeled v`jv
`
j`1.
Proof. If the jth letter of canpT q is a U , then by Lemma 7.4(a), either vj is the left
child of vj`1, or vj is in the attic and vj`1 “ dapvjq. In the first case, simply observe
that the left edge vjvj`1 has the same weight and orientation as a U step labeled
v`jv
`
j`1. In the second case, apply Lemma 7.6(b) where k “ j ` 1 and f is the left
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edge of vj`1. Then we have
wtpfq “
#
λ¯ if v`j ď v`j`1,
λ if v`j ą v`j`1,
(7.30)
which is exactly the weight of a U step labeled with v`jv
`
j`1. This concludes the
proof of part (a). Part (b) follows from a similar application of Lemma 7.4(b) and
Lemma 7.6(a) using the edge labeled e. 
7.2. Partition of a tree. Throughout this subsection, let us continue to fix a labeled
tree T P T `n . Let the nodes of T be v1, v2, . . . , vn listed in inorder. Let us define some
notation which we use throughout the rest of Section 7.
Definition 7.9. Let T P Tn, and let A “ tvj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjmu be an antichain under
the partial ordering ďT of nodes in the attic such that j1 ă j2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jm. For each
1 ď h ď m, define the following notation.
‚ Let Th be the subtree of T consisting of vjh and all of its descendants.‚ Let pvih , vjh , vkhq be the distinguished triple of the node vjh .‚ Let eh be the right edge of vih , and let fh be the left edge of vkh .‚ Let k0 – 1 and im`1 – n.
‚ Let wphq be the word on tU,Du given by traversing the nodes in the interval
rvkh , vih`1q of T in inorder and recording a D if the node has a right child,
and a U otherwise.
Observe that ih ă jh ă kh ď ih`1 for all h. Therefore, we have partitioned the set
rns into a disjoint union of intervals,
r1, i1s \ ri1 ` 1, k1 ´ 1s \ rk1, i2s \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ rkm´1, ims \ rim ` 1, km ´ 1s \ rkm, ns,
(7.31)
where rih ` 1, kh ´ 1s “ tp | vp P NodespThqu.
v2 v4
v1
v3
v5
v10
v12
v15
e1
f1 e2
e3
f2 f3
T1 T2 T3
v16
Figure 22. A tree T P T16 with canopy DUDUUUDUUDUDUUD,
partitioned using the antichain tv2, v4, v12u.
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Lemma 7.10. Let T P Tn, and let A “ tvj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjmu be an antichain in the attic
such that j1 ă j2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jm. Using the notation in Definition 7.9, the canopy of T
is equal to the following concatenation
(7.32) canpT q “ wp0q pD canpT1qUqwp1q ¨ ¨ ¨wpm´1q pD canpTmqUqwpmq.
Proof. Recalling the definition of the canopy of a tree, Definition 2.2, we label each
node in NodespT qztvnu with a D if it has a right child, or with a U if it does not have
a right child. Then wphq is the word read from the labels of the nodes in rvkh , vih`1q
in inorder. For h ă m, the node vih has a right edge, so it is labeled with a D. Let
th be the final node of Th in inorder. Then the word read from the labels of the
nodes in NodespThqztthu in inorder is exactly canpThq. Since th is the last node of
Th in inorder, it does not have a right child, so it is labeled with a U . By definition,
canpT q is the word read from the labels of the nodes in NodespT qztvnu in inorder,
which is exactly the right-hand side of (7.32). 
Figure 22 shows a binary tree T , together with a choice of antichain tvj1 , vj2 , vj3u.
Each blue striped region corresponds to an interval of nodes rvkh , vih`1s, and each
solid green region corresponds to a subtree Th. In this case, we have
canpT q “ pqpDUqpqpDUqpUUDUUqpDUDUUqpDq
“ DUDUUUDUUDUDUUD,
where canpT1q “ canpT2q are the empty word and canpT3q “ UDU . The reader can
check that Lemma 7.10(b) holds in this case.
Remark 7.11. Note that even though the subgraph formed by each interval rvkh , vih`1s
is connected in Figure 22, these subgraphs may not be connected in general.
7.3. Construction of the map Φn,ν. In this subsection, we define a map Φn,ν :
T `n,ν Ñ PT `n,ν which extends the map Φ3,ν defined in Example 7.2. We then prove
that it is a weight-preserving bijection and use it to prove Theorem 1.3.
Definition 7.12. We define the map Φn,ν : T `n,ν ÑPT `n,ν as follows. Given T P T `n,ν ,
let A “ tvj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjmu, ordered so that j1 ă j2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jm, be the subset of
prunable nodes of T which are maximal among prunable nodes under the partial
order ďT . By definition, A is an antichain, and all of its elements are in the attic of
T . Recall the notation defined in Definition 7.9.
Let νphq be the unique labeled lattice path whose steps are wνphq “ wphq and whose
inorder reading word is inpνphqq “ v`khv`kh`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`ih`1 . Define
Φn,νpT q– pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq,
which lies in PT `n,ν by Lemma 7.10.
Figure 23 shows a tree T with its prunable nodes highlighted in green. In this
labeled tree, we have A “ tv2, v4, v12u. Figure 24 shows the image of the tree T
under the map Φn,ν . The reader can check that for T in Figure 23 and Φn,νpT q in
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Figure 24,
wtpT q “ λ¯3λ6ρ¯3ρ3 “ λ¯λ3ρ¯ρpλ¯ρ¯wtpT1qqpλ¯ρ¯wtpT2qqpλρwtpT3qq “ wtpΦn,νpT qq,
inpT q “ 3235461765768131 “ inpΦn,νpT qq.
v2 v4
v1
v3
v5
v10
v12
v15
e1
f1 e2
e3
f2 f3
T1 T2 T3
v16
2 5 8
3 7 1
3 7 6
3
1
6
5
4
6
1
Figure 23. A tree T P T `16 whose prunable nodes are highlighted in
green with canpT q “ DUDUUUDUUDUDUUD.
3 2 3 5
4
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1
7
6
5
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1
3
1
, , , , , ,
8
Figure 24. The image under Φn,ν of the tree in Figure 23.
Lemma 7.13. For all T P T `n,ν, we have that wtpT q “ wtpΦn,νpT qq and inpT q “
inpΦn,νpT qq.
Proof. Definition 7.12 states that inpνphqq “ v`khv`kh`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`ih`1 . Therefore, the fact
that inpT q “ inpΦn,νpT qq follows from the partition of rns in (7.31).
Recall from (7.5) that
(7.33) wtpΦn,νpT qq “ wtpνp0qq
mź
h“1
γh wtpThqwtpνphqq,
where
γh “
#
λ¯ρ¯ if endpνph´1qq` ď startpνphqq`,
λρ if endpνph´1qq` ą startpνphqq`.(7.34)
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Observe that v`ih “ endpνph´1qq` and v`kh “ startpνphqq`. Since vjh is maximal among
prunable nodes in T , then all ancestors of vjh are life-sustaining. Applying Lemma 7.7
with i “ ih, j “ jh, k “ kh, e “ eh and f “ fh, we have
wtpehqwtpfhq “
#
λ¯ρ¯ if v`ih ď v`kh ,
λρ if v`ih ą v`kh ,
(7.35)
“
#
λ¯ρ¯ if endpνph´1qq` ď startpνphqq`,
λρ if endpνph´1qq` ą startpνphqq`,(7.36)
“ γh.(7.37)
Let us define a map on the disjoint union of the sets of edges of the paths νphq,
Λ :
mğ
h“0
Edgespνphqq Ñ EdgespT qz
˜
mď
h“1
teh, fhu Y EdgespThqq
¸
(7.38)
with the property that wtpeq “ wtpΛpeqq. Given e P Edgespνphqq, let its endpoints
be the jth and pj ` 1qth nodes of S in inorder. First, suppose that e is a U step.
Since νphq is defined so that wνphq “ wphq, then the jth letter of canpT q is a U . It
follows from Lemma 7.4(a) that vj`1 has a left edge, which we then define to be Λpeq.
Similarly, if e is a D step, then the jth letter of canpT q must be a D. It follows from
Lemma 7.4(b) that vj must have a right edge, which we then define to be Λpeq. It
can be checked that Λ is a bijection by construction.
In the case that e is a U step, then by Lemma 7.8(a) we have wtpeq “ wtpΛpeqq.
In the case that e is a D step, then by Lemma 7.8(b) we have wtpeq “ wtpΛpeqq.
Therefore, Λ is a weight-preserving bijection. Hence,
wtpΦn,νpT qq “
mź
h“0
wtpνphqq
mź
h“1
γhwtpThq(7.39)
“
mź
h“0
wtpνphqq
mź
h“1
wtpehqwtpfhqwtpThq(7.40)
“ wtpT q.(7.41)

Next, we prove that the map Φn,ν is a bijection by constructing an inverse map.
Our inverse map to Φn,ν involves an algorithm which is inspired by the Push-Gliding
algorithm of Pre´ville-Ratelle and Viennot [43], which gives a bijection between binary
trees and certain pairs of lattice paths.
Define Ψn,ν :PT
`
n,ν Ñ T `n,ν as follows. Let
S “ pνp0q, T1, νp1q, . . . , νpm´1q, Tm, νpmqq
be an element of PT `n,ν . Define νˆ to be the unique labeled lattice path such that
(7.42) wνˆ “ wνp0q DU wνp1q DU ¨ ¨ ¨DU wνpmq
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q
Figure 25. The Ω-tree corresponding to the path-tree sequence in
Figure 24.
and
(7.43) inpνˆq “ inpνp0qq rootpT1q` inpνp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ inpνpm´1qq rootpTmq` inpνpmqq.
For easy comparison with [43], we switch momentarily to drawing our lattice paths
with North and East steps instead of U and D steps, respectively. Similarly, we draw
our trees so that right edges are horizontal and left edges are vertical.
Recall from Pre´ville-Ratelle and Viennot [43] that an Ω-tree T is defined to be a
lattice path with some binary trees rooted at some nodes of the path. Define the
inorder traversal of T by traversing the lattice path Southwest to Northeast, except
that whenever a node is reached which is the root of a binary tree, traverse the
binary tree in inorder and continue on with the rest of the path. If the highest node
of the T is at height y “ h, let RT denote the subset of points px, yq on the integer
lattice strictly above the lattice path with x ě 0 and y ď h.
Iteratively construct a tree from νˆ and the trees Th as follows. Initialize the Ω-
tree T to be the path νˆ together with each tree Th rooted at the node of ν labeled
v`jh . Identify the jth node of T in inorder with the jth node of S in inorder. Both
nodes will simultaneously be denoted by vj. Draw T in the plane with the first node
inorder situated at the origin p0, 0q in Cartesian coordinates. For example, if S is
the element of PT ` in Figure 24, then the initial Ω-tree T and set of lattice points
RT are shown in Figure 25. At any step, we keep track of an Ω-tree T , all of whose
nodes are labeled. Suppose rootpThq “ vjh for each h.
If RT is nonempty, let q be the Eastern-most point of the bottom row of RT . Let
vi, vj and vk be the nodes of the path which are immediately South, Southeast, and
East of q, respectively. We say the node vj of T is prunable if vj “ rootpThq for some
Th and vj is life-sustaining otherwise.
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Figure 26. The inverse bijection Ψn,ν applied to the path-tree se-
quence S from Figure 24.
(C1) If vj is prunable and stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t132, 312, 321u, or if vj is life-sustaining
and stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t123, 213, 231u, then delete the edge vjvk, shift the part of
T which is weakly Northeast of the node vk 1 unit West, and draw a new edge
between vi and the new location of vk. Update the Ω-tree T accordingly.
(C2) If vj is prunable and stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t123, 213, 231u, or if vj is life-sustaining
and stdpv`iv`jv`kq P t132, 312, 321u, then delete the edge vivj, shift the part of
the Ω-tree which is weakly Northeast of the node vj 1 unit South, and create
a new edge between vi and the new location of vk. Update the Ω-tree T
accordingly.
Repeat this procedure until the set RT is empty. At the end of this algorithm, we
obtain a labeled plane binary tree T rooted at the Northwestern-most node.
Then from (7.42), the canopy of the initial Ω-tree is canpSq. From [43], Push and
Glide operations preserve the canopy of the Ω-tree T . Define Ψn,νpSq– T , which is
in PT `n,ν .
Figure 26 shows the construction of Ψn,νpSq where S “ Φn,νpT q shown in Figure 24
and T is the labeled tree in Figure 23. Note that we do indeed reconstruct the original
tree in this example.
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Remark 7.14. This procedure of converting S into Ψn,νpSq is essentially a modified
version of the Push-Gliding algorithm of Pre´ville-Ratelle and Viennot [43], where
translating part of the path West by 1 unit is a Glide operation and translating part
of the path South by 1 unit is part of a Push operation.
Note that throughout this procedure, we need to avoid creating cycles when draw-
ing T . Therefore, some of the edge lengths may have to be drawn lengthened in order
to avoid collisions in the grid (see the footnote at the bottom of [43, page 5230]).
We define the canopy of an Ω-tree to be the word on tU,Du obtained by recording
the U and D steps of νˆ from left to right, except that whenever a node is reached
which is the root of a binary tree, we record the canopy of that binary tree and
continue on with the rest of the path.
Lemma 7.15. The map Φn,ν is a bijection.
Proof. The choice of either applying (C1) or (C2) at each step guarantees that the
node vjh of the tree Ψn,νpSq is prunable and that it is maximal among prunable nodes
in Ψn,νpSq. Therefore, the subtrees in the path-tree sequence Φn,νpΨn,νpSqq will be
exactly T1,. . . ,Tm.
From [43], Push and Glide operations preserve the canopy and inorder reading
word of an Ω-tree. Therefore, the sequences of U and D steps in the m ` 1 lattice
paths of Φn,νpΨn,νpSqq must be wνp0q , wνp1q , . . . , wνpmq , respectively. It is easy to see
that their inorder reading words are inpνp0qq, inpνp1qq, . . . , inpνpmqq, respectively, so the
lattice paths of Φn,νpΨn,νpSqq must be νp0q, . . . , νpmq. Therefore, Φn,νpΨn,νpSqq “ S
so Φn,ν is surjective.
Given a fixed n and a fixed word w P Pn, we have that Φn,ν maps the subset of
T `n,ν of trees with inorder reading word w to the subset of PT `n,ν with fixed inorder
reading word w. It can be checked that these finite sets have the same size, which
is the number of binary trees with canopy ν. Since Φn,ν is a surjection, then Φn,ν
restricts to a bijection between the subset of T `n,ν of trees with inorder reading word
w and the subset of PT `n,ν with fixed inorder reading word w. Therefore, Φn,ν is a
bijection. 
Proof 2 of Theorem 1.3. By Lemmas 7.13 and 7.15, we have that Φn,ν : T `n,ν Ñ
PT `n,ν is a bijection such that wtpT q “ wtpΦn,νpT qq and inpT q “ inpΦn,νpT qq.
Therefore, ÿ
TPT `
wtpT qxT “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
νPtU,Dun´1
ÿ
TPT `n,ν
wtpΦn,νpT qqxΦn,νpT q(7.44)
“
ÿ
SPPT `
wtpSq xS(7.45)
“
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
α(n
pλ¯ρ¯ G` λ¯` ρ¯qn´`pαqpλρG` λ` ρq`pαq´1 rα,(7.46)
where the last equality holds by Lemma 7.1. 
In addition to proving Theorem 1.3, the same proof allows us to obtain a noncom-
mutative version of Theorem 1.3.
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DU
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11v6 v12 v13 v14 v15 v16
U U U DU
Figure 27. The augmented nested noncrossing partition Θn,νpT q for
T in Figure 23.
7.4. Noncommutative version. Let x “ tx1,x2, . . . u be a set of noncommutating
variables. Given a word w “ w1 . . . wn P Pn, define the noncommutative monomial
xw to be xw1 . . .xwn . Let
G – Gpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
TPT `n
wtpT qxinT .
Let s and t be parameters which do not commute with the xi. For w P P`, let
xwps, tq be the extended noncommutative monomial given by inserting s between xwi
and xwi`1 in the monomial xw for each ascent wi ď wi`1 and inserting t for each
descent wi ą wi`1. For instance, if w “ 21131, then xwps, tq “ x2tx1sx1sx3tx1.
As a corollary of Proof 2 of Theorem 1.3, we obtain the following noncommutative
analogue of the functional equation in Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 7.16. We have the following functional equation in terms of substitutions
into the extended noncommutative monomials,
G “
ÿ
wPP`
xwpλ¯ρ¯G` λ¯` ρ¯, λρG` λ` ρq.
8. Proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6
In this section, we use the weight-preserving bijection defined in Definition 7.12
to prove Theorem 1.6. We then show how Theorem 1.4 follows from Theorem 1.6.
Given S “ pνp0q, T1, . . . , Tm, νpmqq PPT `n,ν , let v1, . . . , vn be the nodes of S listed
in inorder. For 0 ď h ď m, let rkh, ih`1s be the set of indices of nodes in νphq and
rih ` 1, kh ´ 1s be the set of indices of nodes in Th.
Define a map Θn,ν :PT
`
n,ν Ñ mNC˚pn, νq recursively as follows. If n “ 1, define
Θ1,H to be the map which sends each sequence pνp0qq consisting of a single labeled
node to the unique augmented nested partition on a single node. Now, supposing
n ą 1 and S P PT `n,ν , define the arc diagram of an augmented nested partition as
follows.
(1) Initialize a set of nodes u1, . . . , un, and draw arcs so that all of the nodes up
with p P r1, i1s \ rk1, i2s \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ rkm, ns are in the single block B1.
(2) For 0 ď h ď m and p P rkh, ih`1q, observe that vpvp`1 is an edge e of νphq.
If e is an up step, then label the short arc upup`1 drawn in step (1) with a
U . Otherwise, label the short arc upup`1 with a D. In addition, if v`p ą v`p`1,
then mark the node up.
(3) For 1 ď h ď m, mark the node uih if and only if v`ih ą v`kh .
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(4) For 1 ď h ď m, let nh “ #NodespThq. Recursively construct the aug-
mented nested partition pih˚ – Θnh,canpThqpΦnh,canpThqpThqq on the set of nodes
uih`1, uih`2, . . . , ukh´1.
(5) Define Θn,νpT q – B1{pi1˚{ ¨ ¨ ¨ {pim˚, i.e. the augmented nested partition whose
blocks are B1 together with the blocks in pi1˚ ,. . . ,pim˚.
It can be checked that wpΘn,νpT qq “ canpSq from the definitions of wppi˚q and canpSq.
Therefore, Θn,ν is a well-defined map to mNC
˚pn, νq. For the path-tree sequence S
in Figure 24, its image Θn,νpSq is shown in Figure 27.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Given S P PT `n,ν , it can be checked that wtpΘn,νpSqq “
wtpSq using the construction of Θn,νpSq. The reader can verify that for the path-
tree sequence S in Figure 24 and Θn,νpSq in Figure 27, we have wtpΘn,νpSqq “
λ¯λ4ρ¯ρpλ¯ρ¯q2pλρq2 “ wtpSq.
Using the recursive construction of Θn,ν , it can also be checked that Θ is surjective.
Therefore, we have
Gn,ν “
ÿ
TPT `n,ν
wtpT q xT(8.1)
“
ÿ
SPPT `n,ν
wtpSq xS(8.2)
“
ÿ
SPPT `n,ν
wtpΘn,νpSqq xS(8.3)
“
ÿ
pi˚PmNC˚pn,νq
wtppi˚q
ÿ
SPΘ´1n,νppi˚q
xS,(8.4)
where (8.2) follows from the fact that Φn,ν is a weight-preserving bijection.
It remains to show that for an augmented nested partition pi˚ “ B1{ . . . {Bk P
mNCpn, νq, we have ÿ
SPΘ´1n,νppi˚q
xS “ rcpB1qrcpB2q . . . rcpBkq.(8.5)
We prove this by induction on n. The case of n “ 1 is immediate since Gn,H “ r1.
Let n ą 1, and let pi˚ P mNC˚pn, νq. Letting B1 be the block of pi˚ containing 1
and n, decompose B1 into blocks C0, . . . , Cm maximal under connectedness by short
arcs, as in (4.7). Let pi1˚ , . . . , pim˚ be the induced augmented nested partitions on the
remaining nodes. Let nh be the number of nodes in pih˚, and let νh “ wppih˚q. Then
S “ pνp0q, T1, . . . , Tm, νpmqq P Θ´1n,νppi˚q if and only if
(a) The word obtained by concatenating the inorder reading words of νp0q, . . . , νpmq
has strict descents in positions corresponding to marked nodes of C0, . . . , Cm and
weak ascents in positions corresponding to unmarked nodes,
(b) For 0 ď h ď m, wνphq is equal to the word read from the labeling of the short
arcs connecting the nodes in Ch,
(c) For 1 ď h ď m, we have Φnh,νhpThq P Θ´1nh,νhppih˚q.
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For fixed pi˚, the steps of νphq are determined by (b). If T1, . . . , Tm are fixed trees
which satisfy (c), then by (a) and the definition of cpB1q in Section 4, we have that
(8.6)
ÿ
S
xinpνp0qqxinpνp1qq . . . xinpνpmqq “ rcpB1q,
where the sum is over all S “ pνp0q, T1, . . . , Tm, νpmqq P Θ´1n,νppi˚q.
Finally, by (8.6) and our induction hypothesis applied to each pih˚, we haveÿ
SPΘ´1n,νppi˚q
xS “ rcpB1q
mź
h“1
¨˝ ÿ
ThPΦ´1nh,νh pΘ´1nh,νh ppi˚h qq
xTh‚˛(8.7)
“ rcpB1q
mź
h“1
¨˝ ÿ
ShPΘ´1nh,νh ppi˚h q
xSh‚˛(8.8)
“ rcpB1qrcpB2q . . . rcpBkq,(8.9)
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We have that Gn “ řνPtU,Dun´1 Gn,ν . Furthermore, for each
pi P mNCpnq, then summing over all augmented nested partitions pi˚ whose underly-
ing element of mNCpnq is pi, we getÿ
pi˚
wtppi˚q “
ÿ
pi˚
λ¯saUppi
˚qλsdUppi
˚qρ¯ saDppi
˚qρ sdDppi
˚qpλ¯ρ¯q jappi˚qpλρq jdppi˚q(8.10)
“ pλ¯` ρ¯q sappiqpλ` ρqsdppiqpλ¯ρ¯qjappiqpλρqjdppiq(8.11)
“ wtppiq.(8.12)
Then the result follows by summing both sides of the equation in Theorem 1.6 over
all ν P tU,Dun´1. 
9. Final remarks
We conclude this article with some avenues to pursue and various remarks con-
taining isolated results.
(1) We briefly consider some special cases that were not covered in Section 5.
Our first specialization concerns the Shi arrangement Sn. Set λ¯ “ λ “ ρ¯ “ 1
and ρ “ 0. This corresponds to considering trees that do not have any right
descents. If we restrict our attention to such trees on n nodes such that the
labeling is a standard labeling, then there are pn` 1qn´1 of them (see [38] or
[37, p. 7]). Additionally, the functional equation in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent
to
p1`Gq “
ÿ
iě0
hip1`Gqi.(9.1)
Let PFn be the Frobenius characteristic of theSn-action on parking functions
of length n given by permuting coordinates. Solving this functional equation
[26, Section 4.1] implies that Gnpx; 1, 1, 1, 0q is the Frobenius characteristic of
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the natural Sn-action on parking functions of length n (see also [59, Proposi-
tion 2.2]). Using one of the many bijections between RegionspSnq and parking
functions of length n, we may obtain an Sn-action on RegionspSnq. Thus, we
can think of Gnpx; 1, 1, 1, 0q as the Frobenius characteristic of this action.
We also consider the specialization G “ Gpx; 1, 1, q, 0q. Theorem 1.1 trans-
lates to
1` qG “
ÿ
iě0
hiq
ip1`Gqi.(9.2)
Solving this functional equation yields
Gnpx; 1, 1, q, 0q “
ÿ
DPDn
qn´peakpDqhλpDq.(9.3)
Recall that Dn is the set of Dyck paths with 2n steps, λpDq $ n is obtained
by sorting the lengths of the vertical runs of D P Dn, and peakpDq is the
number of peaks in D. The reader should compare the expansion in (9.3)
with (5.47).
Another case of interest is when λ “ ρ¯ “ 1 and λ¯ “ ρ “ 0. We have that
Gn,vpx; 0, 1, 1, 0q is the generating function over increasing binary trees on n
nodes with canopy ν. We leave it to the reader to verify that Theorem 1.6
implies that Gn,νpx; 0, 1, 1, 0q is a single ribbon Schur function rα where α is
the composition associated with the canopy ν “ ν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ νn´1 define as follows.
Consider the subset S of rn ´ 1s where i P S if and only if νi “ U , and
define α – comppSq. That the fact that there are n! standard increasing
binary trees on n nodes is simply a reflection of the fact that
ř
α(n rα is the
Frobenius characteristic of the regular representation of Sn.
Another specialization is when λ¯ “ λ “ 0 and ρ¯ “ ρ “ 1. We have
Gnpx; 0, 0, 1, 1q is the generating function over words of length n. It is well-
known that this is the Frobenius characteristic of the regular representation
of Sn. It is also the Frobenius characteristic of the coinvariant algebra of
the polynomial ring on n generators, which is isomorphic to the regular rep-
resentation as a symmetric group module. If we keep the ρ parameter, this
is equivalent to recording descents in the generating function over words. In
[25], Gnedin-Gorin-Kerov construct a filtration of symmetric group submod-
ules of the coinvariant algebra, defined in terms of its Garsia-Stanton descent
basis [18]. They show that Gnpx; 0, 0, 1, qq is the Frobenius characteristic of
the associated graded module corresponding to this filtration. For general
results pertaining to multigraded Frobenius characteristics of the coinvariant
algebra according the descents, the reader is referred to [29]. It would be
interesting to draw connections between this work and ours.
(2) We return to the topic of γ-nonnegativity. Note that our expansion for Bn
in (6.1) involves a sort of “double” γ-nonnegativity: one in terms of λ¯ρ¯ and
λ¯ ` ρ¯, and the other in terms of λρ and λ ` ρ. It would be interesting
to identify other instances of such a phenomenon. There has been a great
amount of interest in γ-nonnegativity recently, in no small measure due to
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Gal’s conjecture [17] which is essentially a statement in topology, and the
implications it has for the Charney-Davis conjecture [9]. For more work in
this direction, see [42]. We do not know of any topological motivation for our
“double” γ-nonnegativity, and we intend to explore this in the future.
(3) Another natural question to consider is that of extending our results to labeled
k-ary trees for k ě 3. Note that while there is an analogue of Bpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq
for k-ary trees where k ě 3, it is unclear how to obtain an analogue of
Gnpx; λ¯, λ, ρ¯, ρq for k-ary trees, as there does not appear to be natural defini-
tion for ascent-descent statistics in this generalized setting.
Appendix A. The values of Bn and Gn for small n
For the sake of brevity, the expansions below assume that α “ λ¯ρ¯, β “ λ¯ ` ρ¯,
γ “ λρ and δ “ λ` ρ.
Table of values for Bn
n “ 1 1
n “ 2 δ ` β
n “ 3 δ2 ` 4βδ ` β2 ` 3α ` 3γ
n “ 4 β3 ` 11β2δ ` 11βδ2 ` δ3 ` 14αβ ` 22βγ ` 22αδ ` 14γδ
n “ 5 β
4 ` 26β3δ ` 66β2δ2 ` 26βδ3 ` δ4 ` 45αβ2 ` 105β2γ ` 210αβδ ` 210βγδ
`105αδ2 ` 45γδ2 ` 50α2 ` 140αγ ` 50γ2
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Expansion for Gn in terms of ribbon Schurs
n “ 1 r1
n “ 2 δr11 ` βr2
n “ 3 pδ2 ` γqr111 ` pβδ ` γqr12 ` pβδ ` αqr21 ` pβ2 ` αqr3
n “ 4 pδ
3 ` 3γδqr1111 ` pβδ2 ` βγ ` 2γδqr112 ` pβδ2 ` βγ ` αδ ` γδqr121
`pβ2δ ` 2βγ ` αδqr13 ` pβδ2 ` βγ ` 2αδqr211 ` pβ2δ ` αβ ` βγ ` αδqr22
`pβ2δ ` 2αβ ` αδqr31 ` pβ3 ` 3αβqr4
n “ 5
pδ4 ` 6γδ2 ` 2γ2qr11111 ` pβδ3 ` 3βγδ ` 3γδ2 ` 2γ2qr1112
`pβδ3 ` 3βγδ ` αδ2 ` 2γδ2 ` αγ ` γ2qr1121
`pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` 4βγδ ` αδ2 ` αγ ` γ2qr113
`pβδ3 ` 3βγδ ` 2αδ2 ` γδ2 ` αγ ` γ2qr1211
`pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` αβδ ` 3βγδ ` αδ2 ` αγ ` γ2qr122
`pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` 2αβδ ` 2βγδ ` αδ2 ` 2αγqr131 ` pβ3δ ` 3β2γ ` 3αβδ ` 2αγqr14
`pβδ3 ` 3βγδ ` 3αδ2 ` 2αγqr2111 ` pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` 2αβδ ` 2βγδ ` αδ2 ` 2αγqr212
`pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` 3αβδ ` βγδ ` αδ2 ` α2 ` αγqr221
`pβ3δ ` αβ2 ` 2β2γ ` 3αβδ ` α2 ` αγqr23
`pβ2δ2 ` β2γ ` 4αβδ ` αδ2 ` α2 ` αγqr311
`pβ3δ ` 2αβ2 ` β2γ ` 3αβδ ` α2 ` αγqr32 ` pβ3δ ` 3αβ2 ` 3αβδ ` 2α2qr41
`pβ4 ` 6αβ2 ` 2α2qr5
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